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Dear readers,
The new year’s holidays – filled with fireworks, clinking
glasses and the inevitable end-of-the-year reviews –
are behind us. If you’ve committed to a new year’s
resolution, I hope you’ve stuck with it so far and will
be able to hang in there for the rest of the year. But
now that the last glass of champagne has been
downed and the last fireworks have faded, it is time
to look ahead. What will the year 2016 hold in store
for the adult market? That is exactly the question we
asked several companies from our industry on page
XX. This poll may not be exactly representative for
the industry as a whole, but it is interesting and informative, nonetheless.
One of the developments our interviewees felt most
enthusiastic about was virtual reality and its applications in the adult realm. These expectations seem to
be ubiquitous right now. After tech companies have
invested incredible sums of money in this
technology for years, it seems as though VR is finally
ready for the mass market. If you haven’t had the
opportunity to put on VR goggles yet, I strongly encourage you to do so and get your own first-hand
experience. (In our survey, most companies stress
the potential of VR for 3D porn; however, this technology can do so much more than merely take
adult-themed content into the third dimension.) It is
a thoroughly exciting experience – provided you
have the stomach for it. Personally, I felt so queasy
after a few minutes that I had to take off the
goggles. The conflict between your body’s senses
and the simulated movement is the main reason
why I am still a little skeptical about VR goggles in
the mass market. But those are teething troubles that
every new technology has. And I am sure that they
will be solved in the near future.
Another topic that was brought up by several of our
interviewees was product quality and its impact on
business success in 2016. To put it in a nutshell: You
need quality to be successful. That is also true for our
magazine, and me and the EAN team will go out of
our way to make sure we publish a quality product.
We have faced this challenge in past years, and we
are eager to take it on once more.
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Novum is a latin word meaning as much as “new”, and
since Lothar Schwier wanted to create something new
when he founded his company 25 years ago, that’s the
name he chose for his retail chain.

Page 56

Page 66

Male chastity products are a niche market, even within the

Kama Sutra have reorganised, and now they present a sales

keep the trust of your customers. Consequently, the success

& marketing team and a new logistics centre dedicated ex-

of the CB-X brand is based primarily on quality and crafts-

clusively to the European market. The company’s focus is on

manship, as Nikki Yates explains in our EAN interview. The Cor-

establishing a distribution network with wholesalers and distri-

porate Director of A.L. Enterprises – the brand’s parent com-

butors, as we learn from Joyce Mallo, who is in charge of
marketing and communication at Kama Sutra Europe.

confines of the adult realm. That means it’s pivotal to win and

pany – tells us about the latest developments at CB-X and
delineates ways for the trade to benefit from fetish products.

Page 78

Facing the first “Monthly Mayhem” of the new year is Shunga’s Marketing Director Jean-Pierre Hamelin. The likeable Canadian talks
about his big passions, one of which – advertising and marketing
– is his job, while the other – football – is a hobby, but one for
which he has just as much enthusiasm.

Page 130
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Now that the new year has arrived, we wonder:
How will things develop in the adult brick and
mortar trade in 2016? Will retailers be able to
brave the competition from the internet, can
they weather decreasing store traffic? Jens
Seipp, head of the marketing and communications department of Orion Fachgeschäfte GmbH,
provided the answers to our questions.

Page 106

The adult market has clearly inched closer and closer to the
mainstream market over the course of the past years, and
Michael Bart, Marketing Manager at pjur group, has no doubt
that this development will continue in the future.
In our EAN interview, he talks about the
opportunities and the risks arising from
this development.

Page 90

Page 114
Who doesn’t want to feel fresh and clean? My Shiney Hiney
is here to make sure you feel fresh and clean in even the
most intimate places. The cleansing brush for the anal
area has been available in the United States since 2014,

The international b2b trade
fair for the erotic industry

and soon, it will also launch in Europe. Jason Daniello, the
Sales Director/Director of New Product Development of My
Shiney Hiney, explains the advantages this product has

Hannover Messe Halle 02
D 30539 Hanover
Germany
October 05-07, 2016

over other anal cleansing tools in our interview
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XR Brands celebrates key staff promotion
& 2 new strategic hires
S a l e s & de ve lo p me n t de p a rt me n t s re c e ive imp re s s ive s t a f fing enhancement
Huntington Beach, US A – XR Brands continues
to solidif y its staff with the introduction of
t w o n e w s t r a t e g i c h i r e s , b o t h ex p e r i e n c e d
sales executives with a combined 30 years
of industr y experience. And as par t of the
company’s impressive development team,
Lynda Mor t has been promoted to Director
of Strategic Planning to suppor t the company’s loyal customers with new and innovative
Jo a n ie Lee,

V a l ent ino Tolman ,

N

and Lyn da Mo r t

business oppor tunities.

ew to the sales team is Account Executive Joanie

nufacturing process, as well as her solid reputation

Lee, an industry veteran with 17 years of experience

among key account holders, gives Lee a unique position

managing and building sales leads for some of the in-

within XR Brands’ bustling sales department. Lee will spe-

dustry’s biggest companies. Her knowledge of the ma-

cialize in growing existing accounts through catered
sales programs while also focusing on new account
acquisition. Accomplished industry veteran Valentino
Tolman joins XR Brands as International Sales Manager
with more than 15 years of experience handling worldwide sales for the industry’s top manufacturers. Tolman
will be driving XR Brands’ expansion into key and growing
markets, including Europe, South America, Asia, and
Australia. And now as Director of Strategic Planning,
Lynda Mort will work directly with the sales team to strengthen its foundation with current customers using thoughtful and innovative business development. Through exploration of new opportunities, concepts, and ideas,
Mort will provide each account with important planning,
strategy, and analysis support while assisting with brand
management and inspiration. “Our staff is like family
here at XR Brands and it’s such a pleasure to continue
bringing respected and talented individuals to our
team,” XR Brands Director of Sales & Marketing Rebecca
Weinberg said. “It’s been a pleasure working with Lynda
and seeing her grow with the company, and now we
have the pleasure of welcoming Joanie and Valentino
– and their vast industry experience! – to our sales department. Needless to say, it looks like 2016 is going to
be an exciting year of growth and opportunity!”
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N ew des ig ns from
B i j o u x c a n b e ordered

from E ropar tne r

New Bijoux Indiscrets products
available at Eropartner
Ma g n i f i q u e C o l l e c t i o n & Ma s k s c o lle c t io n
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The newest additions to the Bijoux Indiscrets’ product range
are now available at Eropar tner Distribution.
The distributor has added the Magnifique Coll e c t i o n o f b o d y j e w e l l e r y, c o m p r i s i n g o f t h e
M a g n i f i q u e C o l l a r, t h e m a t c h i n g H a n d c u f f s ,
the Whip Necklace and Waist Jeweller y, all exclusively designed by Bijoux Indiscrets, to its
offering.

T

he Magnifique Collar is a gold-coloured elegant collar

suitable for any occasion and makes the perfect bon-

dage accessory. The collar is 100% adjustable, nickel-free
and can be paired up with The Magnifique Handcuffs,
which serve as bracelets, and handcuffs at the same time.
While the Magnifique Waist jewellery has perfectly adjustable chains, making it possible to wear it as both a waist jewellery and gold chain bra. Also, the Masks collection is
now available. The masks, named Erika, Louise, Kristine,
Anna, Dalila and Sybille, come in six different styles and
are all flexible, strapless and reusable. In addition, Eropartner
is now offering Bijoux Indiscrets’ Poeme Doughnut Delight,
a body paint presented in a luxury bottle with a pen feather
with silicone ending to apply The Doughnut Delight. As well
as a new design in pasties, the Flash Cross Gold, which
have a silicone adhesive, fit all breasts and are reusable.
Head of Purchasing at Eropartner Distribution, Elcke Wieffering: “We are happy to be offering the newest designs of
Bijoux Indiscrets. The products look incredible, the packaging is beautiful and the designs are fashionable and modern. We are expecting the new products to be a hit with
our retail partners!”
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ElectraStim partners up
with Eropartner Distribution
In c re a s i ng de m a n d fo r e le c t ro s e x p ro duc t s
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution is now
offering the bestselling items from the ElectraStim collection,
ranging from dildos and prostate stimulators to electro spanking
paddles and pinwheels. Eropar tner has added the following bestsellers
from ElectraStim to its assor tment. The Flick Stimulator Pack and Multi-Pack,
the Flick Duo Stimulator Pack and Multi-Pack, the Remote Controlled Stimulator Kit and
Sensavox – all complete kits ready to be used. All items are backed by a 12-month war ranty,
which af ter purchase and registration is extendable to 3 years.
n addition, a variety of Black Silicone

I

Electra Paddle Leather Paddle, the

and we believe that the ElectraStim

accessories are available, like the

Uretha Probes in 3 different sizes and

products are what our retail partners

Aura, a multifunctional plug, Nona, a

the Uni- and Bi-polar Pinwheels round

have been asking for`. Andy Smith,

G-spot Stimulator, Ovid, a silicone

up the collection. Eropartner Distribu-

from ElectraStim adds: “ElectraStim

dildo, the Lula kegel exercisers and

tion also offers special ElectraStim ste-

brand owners Cyrex are thrilled to be

Sirius, a prostate massager. As well as

rile cleaning wipes and lubricant and

working with Eropartner who have

the ElectraLoops: these can be used

Conductive Gel, as well as both long

been in our sites for some time. Over

around any part of the shaft help to

and square adhesive pads and spare

the past few years we have got to

enhance sexual sensation and maxi-

cables. “ElectraStim products pro-

know each other a little better and

mise the intensity of the orgasm.

duce electrical signals that stimulate

with Eropartner on-board we are

Besides the silicone accessories, the

the nerve endings providing a diffe-

confident that the presence of Elect-

kits and the Loops, there are also the

rent sensation, and thereby being a

raStim is destined to grow throughout

marine-grade aluminium accessories,

great alternative to products that vi-

Europe over the coming years. With

like the Wave Electro Dildo, Rocket

brate or rotate”, says Elcke Wieffering,

the ElectraStim Silicone Noir Rocker

Dildo, Depth Charge Dildo, three

Head of Purchasing at Eropartner Dis-

butt plugs just released and other

different sized Butt Plugs and both Bi-

tribution. “Lately we have seen an in-

exciting new items on their way, the

and Uni-polar Clamps. And the

crease in demand for such products,

timing is just right too.”

S&T Rubber now sells Angels Never Sin

W

in sales-boosting packages, has a

gerie collection ANGELS NEVER

balanced price / performance ratio

SIN can now be ordered at S&T

and will therefore lead to good sales

Rubber. The company offers a dozen

in the stores,” said Werner Tiburtius,

different models – from sets on bo-

S&T Rubber CEO. More information

dysuits to mini dresses. “We are very

about the products of S&T Rubber

pleased that we a new lingerie brand

in their b2b-onlineshop, under +49

got with ANGELS NEVER SIN in our

(0) 6834 – 4006-0 or by email to

product range, which is packaged

info@st-rubber.de.

adgassen, Germany - The lin-
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The l ing erie c ol l ec t ion Ang el s N e v e r Sin
c a n be ordered a t S& T Ru b b er from no w o n
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New pr o mo tio nal mate r ial f o r
perfec t pr e se ntatio n o f the w o manize r is n o w av ailable

Promotional material
for the womanizer
F o r dis p la yin g a t t he p o in t o f s a le
Flensburg, Ger many - New promotional material for per fect presentation
of the womanizer W100 and W500 at the point of sale is now available.
The 60 x 160cm X-banners are per fect promotional material – simple to
set up and easy to fold up and put away again.

T

he image is stretched out over

tem combined with how lightweight the ellipse is, means

the plastic poles, which are in

that it can be set up in just a few seconds and the pro-

an ‘X’ shape, therefore always pro-

motional effect it has in the store is gigantic! Gift boxes

ducing a perfect image. There is

in four different designs, suitable for both womanizer

an extra pole at the back for sta-

models, are also available. Furthermore, the 70 x 100cm

bility. The ellipse-shaped pop-up

posters for the womanizer W500 are also still available.

displays also take up less space
and are effective and eye-cat-

Further information can be found by visiting

ching: the practical folding sys-

www.womanizer-wholesale.com
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Eropartner Distribution picks up JimmyJane’s
Form 1, Form 5 and Afterglow Cacao & Fig
Lu x u ry , de s ign a n d fun c t io n a lit y
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Form 1 is the world's slimmest, yet most power ful, wearable vibrator. Made from medical-grade, platinum silicone, Form 1 has strong yet silent vibrations: 5
power levels, 5 vibration modes, plus extra 5 Tease delay modes. Its design is slim, flexible
and is discretely shaped, cur ved for comfor t, and bends to match the user’s movement.
Form 5 is created specifically for si-

scent, then to drizzle the warm oil on

multaneous labial and clitoral stimu-

the skin as the perfect start to an un-

lation. It features two supple wings to

forgettable massage – or a hydrating

flutter against the labia, while the

treat after a bath. The massage oil

Pleasure Dome in the center de-

contains jojoba, shea butter, vitamin

livers powerful vibrations directly

E, soy and aloe and is body-safe and

to the clitoris. In addition, Form

paraben-free. Afterglow Cacao & Fig

5 can also provide pleasure

comes in a Porcelain container with

for him, making it the only

a pour spout – for easy application

product on the market that

of oil, and its burn time is up to 32

hits all three at once. It has 5

hours. “At Eropartner Distribution we

speeds and 4 pulsation patterns

are happy to offer the products of

and comes with a convenient button

JimmyJane. The brand stands for lu-

Form 1, Form 5 and Afterglow Cacao& Fig, the newest products
from JimmyJane, are now available from Eropartner

lock. Form 5 is cordless USB Rechar-

xury, design and functionality, which

he FLIRT Remote is included, with

T

geable and can run over 4 hours on

is reflected in their products. We are

which FORM 1 can be remotely

single charge. Both Form 1 and 5

confident the new products will be a

controlled from up to 32 feet (10 me-

are waterproof and backed by a 3

hit with the end-consumer and our re-

ters). Form 1 is USB rechargeable via

Year Limited Warranty.

tail partners”, says Elcke Wieffering,

magnetic contact charging and runs

Afterglow Cacao & Fig is a natural

Head of Purchasing at Eropartner Dis-

over 1.5 hours on a single charge.

massage oil candle, first to enjoy its

tribution.

A kiss that kills at Scala Playhouse
that kills”. The purple and pink Lickety

silicone and ABS plastic. NS Novel-

Splits are now ready to order at

ties: “The Lickety Split has a flexible

Scala Playhouse. The Lickety Splits

silky silicone body, easy-to-use two-

by NS Novelties come in two diffe-

button control panel and powerful

lmere, The Netherlands – Get

rent textures; the Lickety Split Caress

motor that delivers a kiss that kills.

ready for the wildest night of

has a smooth silicone surface, and

With performance like this, It's time

your life with the new Lickety Splits

the Lickety Split Excite has a satisfy-

to tell your other vibrators to KISS

by NS Novelties. With these uniquely

ing studded silicone surface. Both

OFF!”Scala Playhouse offers both

shaped rechargeable pleasure pro-

pleasure providers have 10 functi-

varieties of the Lickety Splits in purple

viders NS Novelties “delivers a kiss

ons and are made from body-safe

and pink.

A
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Eropartner Distribution
to distribute Maia Men
F i v e ne w i t e m s
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Maia Toys’ newest
product line can now be ordered at Eropar tner
Distribution. Maia Men comprises five new
waterproof items for solo use or with a par tner.
“For the man who doesn’t want to simply toy
around Maia Man is the ultimate”, says Mara
Epstein from Maia Toys

E

than, a remote control silicone vibrating butt plug set,

includes two butt plug s, one vibrating and one non-vi-

brating. The insertable size of the vibrating plug is 5.1”
(13cm) and that of the non-vibrating one is 4.3” (15cm).
Both have 10 functions of intense vibration, pulsation and
escalation, which can be controlled via the slim line remote
control (included). Eli is a remote controlled silicone vibrating butt plug that features a tapered tip for easy entry,
and has a strong, yet whisper-quiet motor to deliver 10 intense vibrating pulsations. Logan is a rechargeable vibrating
ring with a 1”diameter, which can easily be stretched to fit
almost everyone. In addition, Maia Toys is also offering Lucas, a dual vibrating cock ring, with its medical grade construction and texture; it provides an outstandingly comfortable fit. With 8 vibration and pulsation modes, this is the
perfect couples ring for hours of pleasure. The Liam, a rechargeable pleasure ring, has a taller area above its shaft
with wavy ridges to increase the contact between your
body and that of your partner. Liam is made of body-safe
silicone, has 10 vibrating functions and a removable bullet
style stimulator. “After seeing the first samples
of Maia Men, we decided right away to
add the product to our assortment”, says
Elcke Wieffering, Head of Purchasing at
Eropartner Distribution. “The products come in fashionable packaging, and are of high quality. “The first reactions our sales
team have been getting are very favourable, and we expect the product
line to be an absolute best-seller”.

11
M a ia M en c ompris es five new w ate r pr o o f
i t e ms for s ol o u s e or wit h a pa r tne r
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Bottom Line is one of the latest
additions to the Shots product family
In s t o c k a n d w o rldw ide a va ila ble
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - The Bottom Line range of butt plugs is designed with the
user in mind! For this reason Shots has released 88 different plugs ensuring that there is plug
available for ever ybody! They come in 7
different shapes, in sizes 4 (10cm), 5
(12,7cm), 6 (15cm) and 7 inch (17.8
cm) and are available in the colors
Skin and Black for the rubber plugs,
Transparent for the glass plugs and
Red for the acr ylic plugs.

T

his comprehensive choice makes the

brand perfect for beginners as well as

for more advanced players. And, as a
cherry on the cake, all the 7 different
The co mple te Bo tto m Line r an ge is no w a va i la ble a n d i n s t oc k

shapes of the 5 inch (12,7 cm) rubber plug in both Skin
and Black are also available in a vibrating version. To
ensure that the customer will notice the packaging when
walking into a store, Shots is using a new technique called laser cutting. This allows to design and cut out appealing patterns and edges in the packaging without
losing stability. The newly shaped window allows customers to see the full shape of the plug. The type of plug
can be recognized by its own color-coordinated packaging showing the product material, model and size
on the front. Another unique point-of-sale for the Bottom
Line range is the suction cup! With a pulling power of up
to 6,5kg it basically allows you to attach the plug to almost any flat surface in any place imaginable!! The
price-settings of the Bottom Line plugs are also worth a
mention, the company says, as they are very competitive compared to other plugs out there in the market.
Shots likes to be in constant touch with its clients and is
always thinking of the best ways to make a product a
best seller! The Bottom Line range comes with brand
signs, posters, displays, testers and an extensive catalogue. Shots in-house design studio is also available when
it comes to creating unique marketing materials for the
clients, upon request.
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The “ridged ones” arrived
at Scala Playhouse
R i dg y R i dg e & T h e R idge B o y
Almere, The Netherlands - TOYJOY Classics added two
new products to the extended line of pleasure providers, the ridged ones; Ridgy Ridge and The Ridge
Boy. These ribbed vibrators are designed for playful
pleasure and now ready to order at Scala Playhouse.
Ridgy Ridge and The Ridge Boy are both thrilling rib

R

idgy Ridge and The Ridge Boy are both thrilling ribbed,

premium silicone designs, curved to perfection and will

effortlessly hit all her sweet spots with their unique silhouettes.
Both vibrators feature sleek chrome detailing and come with
a led-light operated one-touch button. They also offer 10 sensational modes of vibration, pulsation and escalation.The
Ridge Boy is offered in the popular color purple and is differently ribbed than the pink Ridgy Ridge, with the last one being
just a little more curved than The Ridge Boy. The TOYJOY Classics line is an extended collection of toys for young, old, men,
women, gay, straight, together, single, or something in between; there is something for everyone withing the TOYJOY
Classics line.

KAWAII Macaroon
by TOKYO DESIGN

E

tten-Leur, The Netherlands - Tokyo Design Kawaii Macaroon

– The first ever vibrating macaroon is now available at

Rimba BV! Although it’s not edible, this little vibrating macaroon
promises to give you even more intense pleasure than the
sugar-coated version! Kawaii Macaroon by Tokyo Design is
an elegant and very compact vibrator with a granular and
soft surface. Made of medical-grade silicone, this vibrator
has a soft and silky surface which feels wonderful to the touch.
This mini-vibrator is ideal for stimulating all of the body’s external
erogenous zones.
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The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
Hannover Messe Halle 2 • D 30521 Hanover • Germany

October 05-07, 2016
Only for trade members. Free to attend.
Toys • Fashion • Pharmaceuticals • Consumables • Movies • Magazines
and much, much more

the eroFame 2016 is sponsored by:
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Europe’s most important
trade fair for the erotic
industry
• Only for trade members
• Free admittance for
registered trade
members
• In-depth conversations in
a relaxed atmosphere
• International and marketrelevant exhibitors

• Bus shuttle to the
partner hotels
• Catering service for
your customers included
• Unique exhibition area at
the EXPO City Hanover
• Oktoberfest for all
exhibitors and visitors

Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
D 31319 Sehnde
Germany
Tel: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29
hlutz@mptoday.de
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Al l J AV ID A vib ra t ors a re r e char ge able using the include d
U SB- c a b l e a nd a re d el ivered in pr o mo tio nal packaging

New lovetoys from JAVIDA: Live your life
and live out your natural desires
O ri o n W ho le s a le
Flensburg, Ger many - Lovely, aesthetic, uncomplicated, moder n and discreet – this is how
O R I O N´s “Medical Wellness” label, JAVIDA , is presented. JAVIDA shows women and couples
a natural way of having a fulfilled sexuality with lovetoys that invite them to take their
time, unwind and give into their pleasure either on their own or with their par tner.

S

ix new JAVIDA lovetoys are now

can simultaneously stimulate the va-

The “Massage Wand” (item number

available from ORION wholesale:

gina and clitoris or vagina and anus.

0583855 0000) is the perfect partner

high-quality purple vibrators in different

The motors in both arms, which have

for sensual body massages be-

attractive designs made of especially

ten different vibration modes, provide

cause once the muscle tension is

smooth silicone.

amazing pleasure!

gone the erotic tension can begin!

The “Vibe with Clit Stimulator” (item

The “G-Spot Vibe” (item number

The massage wand is easy to hold,

number 0583413 0000) passiona-

0583391 0000) fits into the female

thanks to the curved shape of its

tely pleasures the clitoris with its

pleasure zone perfectly with its nar-

handle, while its round head is slowly

sweet rabbit-shaped clit tickler, while

row, wavy ‘neck’. Its ten vibration

and gently stroking the body. It also

the main vibrator satisfies the vagina

modes also provide wonderful sti-

stimulates the pleasure zones with

with its curved tip and 10 different

mulation.

its 10 vibration levels that are adjus-

vibration levels.

The rabbit-shaped “Allrounder” (item

ted at the push of a button. All vi-

The “Point Vibe” (item number

number 0583405 0000) isn’t just a

brators are rechargeable using the

0583375 0000) pleasures women in

visual beauty – its ears also have

included USB-cable and are deli-

three areas: the vagina, clitoris and

something to offer as well! There is

vered in promotional packaging.

perineum. There is a motor in the clit

a motor in both of the ears for ima-

The packaging is very discreet with

tickler and in the vibrator itself and their

ginative pleasure experiments – they

beautiful patterns and designs. The

10 different vibration modes are easily

can be used on the nipples, vagina,

packaging can be opened and

adjusted and controlled at the push

clitoris or anus. A total of ten vibration

shut using the magnetic fastener

of a button.

modes are available at the push of

and behind this flap the product

The “Double Vibe” (item number

a button to make first-class ecstasy

can be seen through transparent

0583383 0000) is a perfect lover that

in intimate areas possible.

film.

Be ready for Valentine’s day with Leg Avenue

W

ijchen, The Netherlands - At Leg Avenue we’ve

you can advise them on what pro-

noticed one thing in the feedback from our

ducts would be suitable for any occa-

clients, make sure you know the products you’re selling.

sion. They can be looking for products

With Valentine’s day coming up, it’s an absolute must

that would be suitable for a romantic

that retailers are able to advise their customers. Think

night, playful night, or to seduce their

ahead, make a selection of Valentine’s must-have

partners. Help men with buying their

products and communicate this with employees.

Valentine gifts, and advise women on

When a customer is looking for something special

how to surprise their partner.

Leg Av e n ue o f f e r s a w ide r ange o f lin ge r ie - the r e ’s so me thing t o m a ke
everyone’s Vale n tin e ’s day pe r f e ct
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Jimmyjane introduces the
Form 8 Rabbit-Style Vibrator
F o r i nt e rn a l a n d e x t e rn a l p le a s ure
San Francisco, US A - Jimmyjane is pleased to introduce the FORM 8 Waterproof Rechargea b l e V i b r a t o r. W i t h t h r e e p o w e r f u l m o t o r s , F O R M 8 p r o v i d e s t h e u l t i m a t e ex p e r i e n c e i n
both inter nal and exter nal pleasure. FORM 8 is the world’s first rabbit with three motors
and a flexible neck and is the first “rabbit” design from Jimmyjane. This moder n take on a
classic design is the newest addition to Jimmyjane’s growing family of award-winning FORM
Waterproof Rechargeable Vibrators.

“T

he rabbit style has

jane. “With FORM 8 we

seeking simultaneous internal and

become iconic in

have combined two of

external stimulation, also known as

our top selling products

“twice-as-nice” pleasure. The two

into one revolutio-

powerful motors that stimulate the

nary design.

clitoris can be independently ope-

the industry, ever since
it was first featured
on Sex in
the

City.

We’ve taken

rated from the motor in the tip, for a

the FORM 2,

total of 7 different vibration patterns.

the industry’s most co-

FORM 8 also features an oversized

very Jimmyjane way. Looking at the

veted clitoral stimulator, and paired it

motor in the flexible tip that creates

feedback and response to our current

with the FORM 6, curved perfectly for

deep, rumbling vibrations that di-

line, we pulled the attributes from

G-Spot stimulation, to create the ulti-

rectly stimulate the G-spot as the

each item that would result in a su-

mate rabbit.”

neck bends to the curvature of the

perior consumer experience,” stated

With three motors the FORM 8 provi-

user’s body for ultimate comfort and

Robert Rheaume, President of Jimmy-

des powerful stimulation for those

pleasure.

We wanted to approach the concept in a

pjur enriches "Artists against Aids" gala

W

asserbillig, Luxembourg – In

pjur group, as sponsors of the eve-

Dahmen, PR manager at pjur. "The

November 2015, pjur wowed

ning, was represented by a team of

yellow bags were literally grabbed

the crowd at the "Artists against Aids"

four and distributed the yellow pjur

out of our hands and the combina-

gala in the Theater des Westens in

goodie bags, which have become

tion of personal lubricant samples

Berlin with a promotional offer. The

very well-known, in the Spiegelsaal

and golden chocolate squares was

venue. The moderators of the gala,

simply unbeatable."

Bettina Böttinger and Guido Maria
Kretschmer, sponsor Judy Winter, star

The "Artists against Aids" benefit gala,

hairdresser Udo Walz, moderator

in aid of the Berlin Aidshilfe organi-

and musician Bonnie Strange and

zation, celebrated its 15th anniver-

the Mayor of Berlin Michael Müller,

sary. Berlin Aidshilfe itself celebrated

along with all of the other guests,

its 30-year anniversary in 2015, so

were very enthusiastic: "The offer was

the 20th anniversary of pjur fits se-

really well received", says Elisabeth

amlessly into the celebrations.

pj ur w o w e d the cr o w d at the
" Ar tists against Aids" gala
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Liberator now available through
Eropartner Distribution

Er o par tne r i s br i n i n g Li ber a t or

pr o ducts to th e Eur op ea n r et a i l

B e dro o m a dve n t ure ge a r
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Liberator has been craf ting bedroom adventure gear in its
Atlanta headquar ters for more than 12 years, and their products are now available at Ero par tner Distribution. Included in the collection are the Ramp, Wedge and Flip Ramp, which
all provide better access for off-the-bed positions. The Black Label version of the popular
We dge and Ramp gives you the oppor tunity to tie down your par tner.
While the Jaz Cher r y, the angled pedestal, is per fect for travelling due to its compact
size, the Decor Hear t Wedge is especially contoured for the der riere, providing an incline
for deeper penetration and G -spot positioning.

T

he Fascinator is a supremely plush throw blanket, speci-

ally lined to soak-up lubes and other liquids. One side is

an extraordinarily soft, the other is silky satin and the inner
moisture barrier ensures your bedding stays spotless. Also,
some Liberator products can be used with a sex toy: The
BonBon accommodates both vibrators and dildos with or
without a base. The super dense foam offers support while
straddling, leaving the hands free for exploration. Axis is a
triangular mount for the Magic Wand. It is great for masturbation or couple's play. The tapered contour holds your
Magic Wand while you straddle it or supports you while in
doggy or off the bed. In addition there are three different
models to be used with the Fleshlight: On A Mission mount,
designed to be used in a missionary position among others;
The Top Dog, designed to be used in a doggie position
and the Two-Play, which provides a base for your Fleshlight
and allows for your partner to approach you from behind,
ideal for double penetration. All these models have the
ideal height for thrusting while not having to use your hands
to hold the Fleshlight in place. “We are thrilled about bringing the Liberator products to our European retail partners”,
says Mischa Heins, Eropartner Distribution’s Sales Manager.
“They have been asking to buy the Liberator products from
and we are happy to be able to fulfil their demand now”.
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Eropartner Distribution now shipping Fifty
Shades of Grey Weekend Collection
10 n e w p le a s ure p ro duc t s
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution is now offering the newest product line
from Lovehoney, the Fifty Shades of Grey Weekend Collection. The new product range consists
of 10 pleasure products, all made from high quality silicone and approved by author E L James.
The Fifty Shades of Grey Weekend Collection is now in stock and available for shipment.

E

lcke Wieffering, Head of Pur-

pon Vibrating Love Ring”, “A perfect

more success to all Fifty Shades of

chasing at Eropartner Distri-

O Stretchy Love Ring”, “Again and

Grey retailers who demand the very

bution, explains, “All the Week-

Again Adjustable Love Ring”, “The Tou-

best. The Weekend Collection consists

end Collection products are of

ching Finger Massager”, “Nothing but

of 10 essential articles produced

good quality, their packaging

Sensation Nipple Teasers”, “Sweet Tor-

using the highest quality materials at

looks incredible and they are pri-

ture Vibrating Adjustable Nipple Sti-

excellent prices. It is the perfect all

ced very competitively, making

mulators”, “Heavenly Massage Bullet

year round impulse purchase oppor-

them ideal gift purchases for the

Vibrator”, “Tighten and Tense Jiggle

tunity for their customers.

holiday season; while their petite

Balls”, the “Driven by Desire Pleasure

size makes them the perfect acces-

Plug” and “Carnal Bliss Pleasure Be-

This latest collection from Fifty Shades

sory for a romantic getaway". The Of-

ads”. Jim Primrose General Sales Ma-

of Grey we are certain, will be the la-

ficial Fifty Shades of Grey Weekend

nager of Lovehoney commented:

test in the long list of success stories

Collection includes: “the Secret Wea-

"This new collection will bring even

for the brand."

Kheper Games, Inc. launches new game

ABS is distributing new We-Vibe products

S

W

Sex! is hitting stores. The card game is an advanced version

Vibe and is the first global partner

of the Sex! Card Game which is part of Kheper Games’s

launching their two new solo pro-

top-selling Sex! game line. It joins the highly successful line

ducts, Rave and Nova. Both the

of products that have sold over three million copies world-

Nova and the Rave have been

wide and includes game rules in English, Spanish, French,

designed to work with the We-

German, Italian, Russian, Portuguese and Czech. “We are

Vibe app, and are launched to

Nova and Rave have been designed

thrilled at the continued success of our Sex! line and al-

brick and mortar stores in De-

to work with the We-Vibe app

ready we are seeing with early sales that this advanced

cember 2015. They are going to be launched online in

version of our best seller will be a big,” explains CEO Brian

the beginning of 2016. The Rave is created for G-spot sti-

Pellham. “People crave variety more than anything else

mulation and has soft curves. The Nova offers flexes for

when asked what their number one complaint is in the

clitoral contact as well as G-spot pleasure. Both toys feature

bedroom and this line continues to address

ten vibration modes, are quiet for discreet play and re-

that need. Adventurous Sex! takes it one step

chargeable. The We-Vibe app allows couples to play in

further as well, and delivers the most unique

the same room or over long distances. Users can also use

and creative set of sex position adventures

it to create their own unique vibration modes as well as

on the market.”

share control with a partner.

eattle, USA - Kheper Games, Inc. is excited to an-

nounce that the new romance game Adventurous

imborne, England - ABS

has joined forces with We-

Khe pe r G ame s j ust r e le ase d
'Adv e ntur o us Se x!'
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Get ready for long
sessions of love making with Eros!
F o r m e n a n d w o me n
Almere, The Netherlands

– Men, pay attention! Do you want to make sure you can keep

going, making love all winter night long? The Eros Prolong 101 Man is a must-have little helper
to give you the stamina to make love to her, or him, or them, without time-limitations.

I

rub it in gently. The product offers in-

house! Eros, the quality drugstore

stant refreshment, without numbing

fortable, enjoyable anal play.

brand, stocks a great variety of erotic

the sensations; allowing you to please

Besides these sprays, Eros has a pre-

wellness products to help make your

your partner, or yourself, even longer...

mium collection of lubes at a very at-

intimate play even more enjoyable.

Scala Playhouse also offers various

tractive price-point. The lubes, ranging

The Prolong 101 Man, one of its most

Eros products for women, such as the

from water based to fisting gel, all

popular products, is a care spray for

Eros Relax Woman Spray. This sleek –

come in sleek, contemporary packa-

prolonged love play. Simply apply 1

and pink – spray bottle contains a

ging and are made of premium,

to 3 sprays on the erect penis and

high-quality formula that helps her re-

body-safe ingredients.

t is now ready to order at Scala Play-

lax in the anal region; enabling com-

New items in HOT's Intimate Care series

V

öcklabruck. Austria - At eroFame in

New Collection: Cottelli Collection
is pure seduction

ries “Intimate Care”. Five new products

F

will extend the HOT range in the future.

stands for exclusive high-

The series consists of a Hydro Gel and a

quality fashion and offers ex-

Hydro Cream to use in case of vaginal

traordinary lingerie combina-

dryness. This problem is prevalent in wo-

tions for women who love to

men and has a variety of causes: After

be fashionable. The bestsel-

birth, by taking the pill and / or medica-

ling label now has a new col-

tion, due to smoking, menopause or

lection that is unbelievably

stress can lead to an unpleasant and so-

beautiful,

metimes painful skin dryness in the vagi-

trendy. Every woman will trans-

nal area.

form into a goddess of love

HOT Intimate Care Hydro Cream does

in this lingerie, whether they

not contain hormones or fragrances and

are in floral lace combined

is highly moisturizing to soothe any bur-

with powernet or high-quality

ning and itching. The Hydro Gel also con-

stretchy satin in trendy pink or petrol colours.

tains hyaluronic acid, chamomile and

The new collection will, of course, be delivered in the new

aloe vera. Both products are compatible

Cottelli packaging made of a high-quality cardboard box

and complement each other. As a useful accessory, the

that can also be used as a gift box. This cardboard box is

company offers a care and cleaning cloth, which is al-

covered in an additional slipcase with a detailed image

cohol-free and with nourishing substances. All items can

of the respective product, as well as a description of the

be ordered at a well-stocked distributor.

product in 9 languages.

Hannover HOT presented its new se-

lensburg, Germany - The

“Cottelli Collection” label

24
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Amorelie celebrates a fantastic pjur Go
for Gold Oktoberfest
B a v a ria n be e r & p re t z e ls
Wasserbillig, Luxe mbourg Wheat beer, pretzels, hats,
aprons and any amount of other Bavarian specialties decorated Amorelie's offices.
val tent and provided a great party
venue until late into the night", said
Johanna Rief, PR Manager for Amorelie. "We are glad that Amorelie had
such a lovely party", says Elisabeth
Dahmen, PR Manager for pjur. "For us,
The Amo r e lie te am tur ne d the

organizing the competition over the

of f ice space in to a bav ar ian f e stiv al te nt

entire year 2015 and on three diffehe online retailer from Berlin won

T

went off with a bang: "The party was

rent continents was a big logistical

the most recent Go for Gold party

brilliant! Many thanks to pjur for the

and legal effort. But these photos and

in the pjur group b2b competition

great party package that transformed

great feedback like this lets us know

and their fantastic pjur Oktoberfest

our office space into a Bavarian festi-

that it was all more than worth it.

The happiest Valentine’s Day with TOYJOY!

A

lmere, The Netherlands - The Happy Valentine Love

Box by TOYJOY Just For You contains every product

Velv'Or releases the new JBoa

A

msterdam, The Netherlands -

Velv’Or has released the new JBoa

you would want to have as a consumer to surprise your

penisring. The new JBoa still comes in

lover with a tantalizing Valentine’s Day. The Happy Valen-

his iconic cigar tube, but is now sur-

tine Love Box is ready to order today at Scala Playhouse.

rounded by a stylish cigarette box. And

Offer your consumer the happiest Valentine’s Day with

of course it give many brick and mor-

TOYJOY. The Happy Valentine Love Box makes the perfect

tar stores the option to sell this beloved

Valentine’s gift for customers who can’t make up their

product without being afraid it will be stolen. The new

mind, or who just want to try it all. It offers a selection of

JBoa is currently available at Velv’Or as well as the distri-

naughty products, such as a high-quality erotic DVD,

butors they are working with. It has a suggested retail

hand cuffs, fantasy gear, a vibrator, a vibrating one-time-

price of €29. For more information please contact

use cock ring, a vibrating egg, lubricant and sweet rose

info@velv-or.com.The company’s owner Jelle Plantenga

petals to set the mood! Next to the Happy Valentine

wants to ask all Gentlemen on our Globe “How they en-

Love box, TOYJOY Just For You offers a range of several

ter their bedroom?”. Jelle is asking this because he be-

gift boxes and gift items, which are perfect to offer your

lieves way to many Gentlemen never ever thought

consumer who is looking for a more particular present,

about using a Lasso like the JBoa. They unfortunately

such as the BDSM Starter

do not have a clue what this small constricting device

Kit or the Amazing Bon-

will offer them. To get them convinced to try the JBoa

dage Sex Toy Kit.

it´s of course important to educate these Gentlemen.
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OhM iBod wil l dis pl a y t he Ex p lo r e , Snuggle , Dar e , Wan de r lust,
a s wel l a s int rod u c e b ra nd n e w pr o duct in n o v atio n s at CES 2 016

OhMiBod expands Lovelife line
F o u r ne w p ro duc t s
Stratham, US A – OhMiBod has added four new products to its Red Dot award-winning line
of Lovelife massagers. The new additions reinforce OhMiBod’s commitment to sexual health
and well-being for all genders with two personal massagers and two pleasure plugs. The
new Lovelife products are in stock and available now at retailers worldwide, as well as the
OhMiBod website.

E

ach new product is true to the Lovelife collection

sager; Dare, a pleasure plug ideal for prostate massa-

both in terms of design and packaging.

ging; and Wanderlust, a powerful, wand-style massager.

“The Lovelife collection is known for its whimsical, playful

Each product is splash-proof and made with phthalate-

look and feel,” said OhMiBod founder Suki Dunham. “But

free, body-safe silicone. OhMiBod’s Lovelife line is inspired

the massagers are now some of OhMiBod’s biggest sel-

by its co-founders’ multi-decade relationship, with each

lers because they are couples friendly and enjoyable

product named and designed to reflect the key com-

for any gender. They’re also powerful, discreet, and easy

ponents to their successful union. In 2014, the line re-

to use." Consumers can choose from the Explore, a be-

ceived the prestigious Red Dot Award, one of the most

ginner’s pleasure plug; Snuggle, a dual-stimulation mas-

sought-after quality marks for product design.

As gold as ice!

A

lmere, The Netherlands

– Great news for fans of

the Icicles range by Pipedream: the latest, limitedtime Icicles Gold Edition collection has landed at Scala
Playhouse. The new collection combines the sensual touch
of glass, with the opulent feeling of gold; making it a truly
unique range of pleasure providers. The Icicles Gold Edition
range comprises of various glass designs, each hand-crafted with amazing eye for detail. This means every Icicle is a
unique piece of intimate art, created to last a lifetime. The
chic gold finish adds another dimension to this already sensational toy: making your intimate toy fun instantly more sophisticated! One of the must-have designs from the Icicles
Gold Edition collection that is expected to sell really well is
the G01. This sleek stimulator is curved to hit all the right
spots: making it suitable for both sensational G-Spot stimulation, as P-Spot stimulator. It has a bulbous tip for maximum
pleasure, while the ergonomic hook at the base offers extra
security to prevent it from slipping. All the Icicles Gold Edition
pleasure providers are made of hypoallergenic glass, with
a nonporous, body-safe gold finish. They can also be heated or cooled if desired.
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Lümmeltüten – the quality standard
S c a l a ' s bra n d n e w c o n do m bra n d
Almere, The Netherlands - The rebranded condom brand Lümmeltüten is ready to be ordered at Scala Playhouse! These condoms are within all European safety regulations and
offer a great value for money for your consumer.
ümmeltüten offers a variety of four

L

The Thin condoms are for ex-

types of condoms; Classic, Strong,

tra feeling and the Strong

Thin and Mix. The German name

condoms are perfect for

Lümmeltüten can be translated as a

anal sex or for people who

funny, light and easy name for a con-

like it a little more rough, both

dom, like “raincoat” or “French letter”

available in a 12-pieces box. The Mix-

The designs of the rebranded

in the English language. Lümmeltüten

version of Lümmeltüten consists of two

Lümmeltüten are created to make

is one of Beate Uhse’s own drugstore

of the following; red strawberry fla-

condoms approachable to buy

brands. The Classic condoms of Lüm-

vored, black chocolate flavored, yel-

for everyone. And with the lock on

meltüten are the best-selling standard

low banana flavored, ribbed, studded

top of the packaging, you can

condoms and available as a 1-piece

and ribbed & studded, the Mix-version

present the 12-pieces packages

promo item, a 12-pieces box, a 100-

contains condoms that are equally

hanging or as a stand-alone

pieces bag and a 1000-pieces bag.

safe as the Classic, Thin and Strong.

presentation.

New X-banners from ORION Wholesale Find your perfect gift set in the
lensburg, Germany - For ORION Wholesale the proDona by JO range

F

presentation of products at the point-of-sale, are just as

A

important as innovative products and attractive packaging

on wonderful presents for your consumers! You will definitely

for a customer oriented service. Furthermore, the eye-cat-

find what you are looking for in the amazing Dona by JO

ching stand-up displays, point-of-sale displays and posters

range of intimate wellness essentials. The Dona by JO col-

for stores are extremely popular and they are available

lection is a high quality range of intimate wellness essentials.

motional material and shop displays, for the perfect

lmere, The Netherlands– With Valentine’s Day coming

up fast, this is the time to stock up at Scala Playhouse

from ORION Wholesale. The

The collection doesn’t just con-

new X-banners for ZADO, La-

sist of pheromone infused

teX, Black Level, Bad Kitty,

massage oils and candles,

Noir Handmade exclusive,

body toppings and sensual li-

Javida and Just Glide are

nen spray and lingerie wash: it

available now.

also offers various chic gift sets. For example: the Dona

T h e n e w X- b a nners for ZAD O, La t eX , Bl ack Le v e l, Bad Kitty ,
N o i r H a nd ma de ex c l us ive, J a vid a a nd Just G lide ar e av ailable no w

Be Romanced Gift Set lets lovers create a stage for romantic fun. The box guarantees an evening of sensual

They can be ordered by specialist retailers now (only while

surprises. The luxuriously packaged set includes bubble

stocks last). The new paper bags with pictures of all of the

bath, massage oil, a plastic massager, a flavored body

erotic specialist’s bestselling labels are perfect for your

topping, linen spray, rose petals and a tea light. All the

customers’ shopping. In addition, ORION Wholesale offers

sensual wellness products from the Dona by JO collection

its customers a variety of neutral catalogues and brochures

are infused with aphrodisiacs and pheromones to en-

that can be given out to their own customers.

hance a lover’s desirability and inspire playful passion.
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pjur and Orange Adult are the big
winners of seminar trip throughout China
B ra n d ne w p ro duc t s t o be la un c he d in e a rly 2016
Wasserbillig, Luxemburg - Alex The pj ur gr oup i s ex p a n d i n g

ander Giebel, together with

f ur the r in t h e Ch i n es e m a r ket

Orange Adult, China's largest
erotic

chain,

has

traveled

through China, including the
cities of Beijing, Zhengzhou,
Guangzhou and Shanghai. The
chain's largest franchise holders

were

invited

to

well-

crafted pjur seminars to find
out the selling details of pjur’s
famous formulas. The owner
and CEO of pjur presented
brand new products for the first
time, which will be launched
and marketed worldwide star-

ducts. To conclude the seminar, each

As well as seminars, Alexander Giebel

ting in early 2016.

franchise owner received a smart

has personally visited various franchise

pad on which pjur orders could be

partners together with Ola, Sales Ma-

M

ore than 220 managers took

placed directly. "There has never

nager for Orange Adult, and has

part in each seminar, including

been a seminar trip this large before,

done store checks and smaller semi-

the two largest franchise owners who

and the concept was very well recei-

nars, for example in Luoyang, a city

own 26 stores. After Alexander Giebel's

ved", said Alexander Giebel. "The

with a population of more than six mil-

presentation, the top salesperson

sales figures exceeded all expectati-

lion people. Orange Adult runs some

from Orange Adult gave an exclusive

ons as we continue to expand our

70 stores itself and has approximately

product and sales training for pjur pro-

distribution in the Chinese market!"

1,500 franchise owners in China.

It’s a Venus Trap!

A

lmere, The Netherlands - TOYJOY

mulator designed

Get trapped by

Classics introduces its new addi-

for playful plea-

this

tions; The Duo Venus Trap and the Tri-

sure. This thrilling

design and ex-

ple Venus Trap. The Venus Traps by

design features two sensational stimu-

perience the amazing pleasure of its

TOYJOY Classics are stimulators de-

lators, providing double the thrill! The

7 vibration modes.The TOYJOY Clas-

signed for playful pleasure. Get trap-

Duo Venus Trap is made of premium

sics line is an extended collection of

ped by this must-have design and ex-

silicone. The Triple Venus Trap by TOY-

toys made for young, old, men, wo-

perience the amazing pleasure of its

JOY Classics is a thrilling design that

men, gay, straight, together, single, or

7 vibration modes. Now ready to or-

features three sensational stimulators,

something in between; there is some-

der at Scala Playhouse. The Duo Ve-

providing triple the thrill! The Triple Ve-

thing for everyone within the TOYJOY

nus Trap by TOYJOY Classics is a sti-

nus Trap is made of premium silicone.

Classics line.
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Eropartner Distribution attracts new talents
T h e Sa l e s De p a rt me n t is e x p a n din g
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution announces the hiring of two new account executives for their Sales Depar tment: Oksana Pelc and Leila. As of lately the distributor has seen a strong and steady increase in the number of retail par tners.
including Spain, Portugal, Italy and

languages (English, Dutch, Russian

Greece. She worked as a Business De-

and Polish) and holds an MBA degree.

velopment Manager in Spain, where

For the past three years she has lived

she lived for the past seven years .

in The Netherlands. Previously Oksana

When she is not working, Leila enjoys

worked as an account manager in

playing rugby, bass guitar, reading

various industries. “I feel lucky to be

and travelling. Leila speaks three

working at Eropartner Distribution. It is

languages fluently: Spanish, Dutch

the best job I have ever had !”, she

and English. “I am thrilled to start wor-

adds. “The Eropartner team is incre-

king at Eropartner Distribution and be

dible to work with and be a part of,

part of the future plans the distributor

and I enjoy the daily contact with our

has. I look forward to reach out to the

retail partners”. In her spare time, Ok-

o serve all demand the distributor

sana like to go hiking, track running

N e w a t E ropa rt ner:
Leil a a nd Ok s a na

T

retail partners, getting to know them

decided to hire new account exe-

and help them in the best way possi-

and studying. Oksana can be rea-

cutives. Leila (30) will be responsible

ble to grow their business”, Leila says.

ched on Oksana@eropartner.com

for the Southern European countries,

Oksana Pelc (26) is fluent in four

and Leila on Leila@eropartner.com.

We-Vibe launches Rave by We-Vibe

O

ttawa, Canada – We-Vibe announces the intro-

Scala Playhouse introduced a
CalExotics VIP training

The unique asymmetrical shape of Rave transforms

A

gentle twists into the most satisfying G-spot experience.

lucky customers to a special Cal-

Rave by We-Vibe begins shipping to We-Vibe authorized

Exotics VIP training. The initiative,

distributors on January 18 and retails for €110. Rave is

which saw CalExotics fly over from the US, was a great suc-

sculpted with a curved handle that makes it easy to

cess for all parties involved. Scala Playhouse is always loo-

hold and to direct stimulation right to the G-spot. The

king for new, exciting ways to help its customers reach their

asymmetrical shape and soft edges allow a simple twist

maximum potential. Whether its clever solutions such as

to stimulate the most sensitive areas in the vagina. Rave

dropshipping and custom-made online marketing banners,

has a powerful We-Vibe rumble that sti-

or offering more advice about the brands and products:

mulates the G-spot even more. Rave is

Scala Playhouse sees their retailers’ success as its own. The-

USB rechargeable, body-safe, splash

refore the CalExotics VIP Training was a perfect opportunity

proof, and has 10 preset vibration modes.

to treat customers to an informative, enjoying day to help

duction of the G-spot vibrator Rave by We-Vibe.

lmere, The Netherlands – Scala

Playhouse treated some very

Rave by We-Vibe is compatible with the

them maximize their CalExotics sales. The training shared

free We-Connect app, giving consumers

inside knowledge, tips and tricks and advice on how to

even more features when they pair the

market CalExotics products; allowing stores to maximize

product with their smartphone.

their sales potential. The day was a grand success.

F ul l Ra ve b y We -Vibe pr o duct de tails
c a n b e found at: w e -v i.be /r av e launch
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Is the adult market
G e n e ra t in g s a le s in t o ugh t ime s

The question if the adult market is resistant to crises is not a new
one, but due to bigger international economic developments, it
is raised time and again. Right now, one might get the feeling
that whenever a crisis is over, the next one is already waiting to
happen. But what impact do tough times have on the adult market? Is it suffering just like other markets or is it truly crisis-proof?

e xclusiv e

Pro
There are crises that

she or he will want to experience a satisfying sexual

no one will ever be

experience nonetheless. Some people even claim that

safe from. Caused

the adult market stands to benefit from economic

by natural disasters,

downturns because in such times, the consumers won’t

economic bubbles, or political mistakes, they take their toll

opt for a new car, but they may well opt for a sex toy. It

on the entire economy. That also includes the adult market,

won’t cost them as much, and they are still guaranteed

as could be seen just a few years ago when the American

satisfaction.

housing bubble imploded and capital markets all over

And to come back to the latter argument mentioned

the world were sent into a tailspin. So how could one claim

above: One of the things that have saved the adult market

that the adult market is crisis-proof? Okay, I’ll admit that

from the more severe effects of economic crises is its great

crisis-proof is a bit of an exaggeration, but it is definitely

flexibility – the ability of the companies in this market to

less prone to the ups and downs of the economic cycle.

adapt to new situations. Twenty years ago, VHS (and soon

Maybe, that has to do with the fact that the adult industry

after, DVD) made up the lion share of adult stores’ business.

has not (yet) really arrived in the mainstream market. It is

Today, filmed content only accounts for a fraction of

still firmly seated in its own little niche. However, it has taken

turnover. But the market survived the downfall of the DVD

several big steps towards the middle of the road in recent

market – unlike, say the video rental market – because it

years. Generally, if you look at the past decades, there is

changed when change was necessary. Products with

an undeniable growth trend, thanks in large part to two

improved design and the advent of a more open-minded

factors: Firstly, the type of products the industry is selling

public attitude facilitated this development.

now, and secondly, the flexibility with which the industry

This look at the evolution of our industry gives grounds for

has responded to changes and developments.

optimism. No one can tell which challenges we will be fa-

As for the former argument, no one can deny the fact

ced with in the years to come, we only know that there will

that sex is a basic human need, and as a result, products

be challenges. Some will have trouble overcoming them,

that help improve the sexual experience are desirable for

but as a whole, the industry will step up to the plate and

a great many of us. Or, put differently: Sex sells. And you

come out on top. So I guess it would be wrong to say that

would be hard-pressed to find a market closer to that

the adult industry is crisis-proof per se – it is something that

adage than the adult market.

was achieved through hard work. By responding to the

Human nature usually doesn’t care about the state of the

growing social acceptance, by responding creatively to

economy. Certainly, the average consumer may decide

the changes in the marketplace, and by maintaining its

to leave the 200 euro designer vibrator on the shelf, but

distinct character..

Ra ndol ph H eil , edit or
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crisis-proof?
all seen how hard countries such

big expenses, they instead turn to

as Greece, Spain, etc. were hit

smaller things to lighten up their

while other European nations were

lives. So, to overstate the case: Ins-

never affected as much and thus

tead of a Mercedes, they buy a

bounced back much more quickly.

vibrator, instead of a 3D TV, they

This situation was mirrored in the

get a dildo. That would certainly

consumer behaviour, be it in the

make the adult market the winner

mainstream or the erotic market. In

of any crisis. And in and of itself,

several countries in Southern and

there is some merit to this theory.

South-East Europe, adult retailers

The problem is that it isn’t really

took a nasty gut punch when

thought

M a t t hia s Poehl , edit or in c h ie f

people cut back on their spen-

because, if your very existence is

Cons

ding. When you have to scrape

threatened by a financial crisis, if

All this talk about crisis! Why are

pennies,

are

the consumer climate hits rock

people always looking for dark

usually the first to be crossed out

bottom, then any luxury product

clouds on the horizon when the sun

from the shopping list because

becomes too expensive – and

is shining? Seriously, though. Given

you can do without them if you

again, sex toys are luxury products

the lack of reliable market research

have to. And adult products defi-

even if they cater to one of our

data on the adult market, all we

nitely fit the description of a luxury

most fundamental needs. Spea-

have to go on here are our own

product. Consequently, the adult

king of which; the argument that

experiences and the experiences

market is no different from other

there will always be demand for

of others. And with no scientific

markets or is at least subject to the

adult products because there will

studies, there can also be no pre-

same rules as other markets, which

always be interest in sex – this

cise or reliable answer to the ques-

means: It cannot be crisis-proof.

natural, primal drive, this basic

tion we are talking about this time.

Could it become crisis-proof in the

human need – is very vague and

Which is too bad, really; I am sure

future? Possibly, but to get there,

therefore also very dangerous. If

it would be an interesting task for

sex toys would have to take a big

you make this your credo, you

economists to find out if the adult

step towards being widely accep-

ignore the fact that there are

market is indeed crisis-proof. But

ted products of daily use. And

circumstances when people have

until they do, we have to draw from

even though people become

to re- organise their priorities. I

the experiences made during the

more open-minded about sex toys

guess the point I am trying to

last big economic crisis, and what

and more and more people buy

make is, you can have sex without

we see here is that the crisis has

a vibrator, dildo, etc., it seems rat-

all the wonderful products in the

had widely different effects in the

her unlikely that we will achieve

adult market, but you can’t eat wit-

various European countries and the

that level of acceptance anytime

hout buying food. You can’t have

local adult markets. Of course, that

soon. There is a theory that coun-

a warm home if you are unable to

is not really a surprise. On the

ters this notion, the gist of it being

afford the heating costs. And that

contrary, it is pretty obvious; we’ve

that when people shy away from

is a fact that no one can change.

luxury
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“We all need to
care for the end-users.”
C h a l l e ng e s a n d tre n ds in t he a dult in dus t ry in 2016
No one can see the future, but wouldn’t it be great, especially in these times when the
world seems to be spinning ever faster? We ll, the next-best thing to precognition is exper t
predictions, and therefore, EAN asked several industr y veterans about the challenges and
oppor tunities they see in 2016, and about the trends that people in our industr y should
pay special attention to. The result of this little sur vey is a collection of hopes and
expectations that is as diverse and multi-faceted as our industr y itself.

Our questions
1)
2)

Which challenges will the erotic market face in 2016?

Like any market, the erotic market is characterised by trends and changes. Which
trends will prevail in 2016, which ones will be left behind?

ex c l us ive

Soumyadip Rakshit, MysteryVibe

Sunny Rodgers, Doc Johnson

1) Challenges: lack of traditional funding sources and

1)

backers’ aversion against crowdfunding projects fol-

American

lowing a string of high-profile failures in the main-

product

stream realm.

nies

Trends - VR porn, live cam, sex tech, more sex apps

sourced the ma-

like ohlala and 3inder, more open
and

For decades, most

jority

pleasure
compa-

have
of

out-

their

discussions

manufacturing

about LGBT and a lot

work overseas.

more mainstream co-

Benefits of local

positive

verage and acceptance

of

these

?

manufacturing
include real-time

themes.

access to the factory

2) Paid porn will

floor, more rapid respon-

continue to strug-

ses to product or process

gle and needs

changes, and better quality controls. So we feel it

support from other

has been wise to keep our steadfast commitment to

areas to survive.

manufacturing in America even with rising payroll and
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material costs. We are committed

cosmetic products are vegan-

grade), and we make it in Ame-

to remaining the largest American

friendly as well.

rica, where we are accountable

pleasure product manufacturer

We have also been seeing a gro-

to exhaustive safety regulations.

despite challenges.

wing demand for other prime-qua-

2) Since Doc Johnson is almost 40

lity ingredients in the pleasure pro-

Toon Timmermans, KIIROO

years old now, we have had plenty

duct market, and we definitely

1) We believe that there is a trend

of time to search out the best pro-

plan on incorporating

ducts and ingredients for the

that concept even

changing times. For decades,

more going for-

most American pleasure product

ward.

companies have outsourced the

example, we

reality porn

majority of their manufacturing

have a new

and web-

work overseas. Benefits of local

collection of

cam mo-

manufacturing include real-time

men’s

he-

dels

access to the factory floor, more

alth

and

creating

rapid responses to product or pro-

wellness aids

cess changes and better quality

called

control. One of the most important

MALE that incor-

macro trends in 2015 is transpa-

porates a variety of

rency. In a time when customers

high-quality materials and

have more information than ever

designs- from cock rings made of

where they are accessible and af-

before available at their fingertips,

luxurious Black and Slate silicone

fordable to consumers, and porn

brands that are transparent, win.

to an array of sexual enhance-

producers are creating high qua-

Today’s customers want to know

ment creams, sprays, and gels

lity VR porn. With VR porn, viewers

what is going into their products

made from natural ingredients like

can have truly immersive erotic ex-

and services. They want to know

Tea Tree Oil, Aloe, and Vitamin E.

periences in the comfort of their

that the material is health-grade

Customers love the entire col-

homes. The only quality missing

and body-safe, and they want to

lection, which shows us that

from VR porn is the sensation of

know what regulations we are ac-

people are willing to spend a little

touch, which can be particularly

countable to. They will spend more

extra when it comes to higher-qua-

frustrating for users when every-

for transparency, authenticity, and

lity materials.

thing else about the experience

safety. It happened in the food in-

Another example, Doc Johnson’s

feels so real. This is where inter-

dustry, and it’s happening in the

Platinum Premium Silicone col-

active sex toys come in. They

pleasure product industry now.

lection of pleasure products repre-

make it possible for users to feel

Doc Johnson currently offers over

sents a breath of fresh air for cons-

the videos they see, taking VR porn

2,500 SKU’s, the majority of which

cious consumers. Silicone is the

to the next dimension.

are vegan-friendly. Our Black Rose

highest quality material on the sex

The webcam industry also plays

collection is all made of vegan-

toy market, our silicone in particular

into this demand for interactive

friendly materials, and all of our

is of the highest quality (health-

content. Webcam models can

towards

technologi-

cally advanced
interactive sex
toys. Virtual

For

are

demand
for this kind

Opti-
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of technology.
VR headsets have
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the

point
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provide individuals with personalised experiences. Ho-

the rise VR, teledildonics and smartphone apps this

wever, once again, the sensation of touch is missing

past year, the tech is still not at a level where you

from these experiences. Interactive sex toys now give

can create something of real value (not a gimmick)

individuals a way to fulfil this need and have truly sa-

that the consumer wants - at least not for an afford-

tisfying experiences.

able price. We see great things in the future in this

2) The shift from traditional sex toys to more techno-

sector though, and will continue to innovate in every

logically advanced toys is going to create a chal-

way we can.

lenge for the erotic market in 2016. Retailers are going
to have to educate themselves about the new advancements in sex tech, including toys and content.
It will be very important for toy and content manufacturers to communicate with retailers and provide
them with the necessary educational material. However, after passing this initial hurdle, we believe that
retailers are going to appreciate the benefits of this
new trend towards technologically advanced sex toys
and content. Innovative new toys are going to sell
compatible content, and exciting content is going
to sell devices. This is especially valuable to retailers
because of the potential to rejuvenate content and add value to it once again.
Eddie Marklew,
Tenga
1) We all need to

Django Marecaux, Vitenza

care for the end-

1) Who’s to say that the erotic market will face any

users, with great

challenges next year? During our time in the market,

products that they

we have seen year and year again that people be-

will want to pick up,

come more liberal about sex and sexuality. It feels

appropriate pricing

that with every year that passes, more of the taboos

and the best customer

towards our industry fall away and a greater amount

service. Brands, wholesa-

of people become open to the idea of exploring

lers, and stores who get greedy

their fantasies!

will not last. As for products, there needs

All of this means more customers for us to entice. But

to be more innovation in separate axes, new product

while Joe Public better appreciates the erotic market,

categories, things even we have never thought of.

the doors also open up to new players that want to

The industry can't continue to ride the coattails of en-

get involved in this growing market. So, we think that

tertainment trends, we need to be the ones making

we could see some new competition in 2016, which

the moves.

is always a challenge!

2) Brands with passion and love for their products and

2) We believe one of the biggest trends for 2016 will

their consumers are the only ones that will last. The

be new technology, such as virtual reality and 3D

consumer is not an idiot and will catch on to cheap

goggles. This will take porn videos and erotic gaming

ODM "brand" manufacturing, which is only a step

to a whole new level of immersion and enjoyment

away from counterfeiting. Also, while we have all seen

for the end-user. This will go hand in hand with the
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deluxe sex toys we see emerging at the moment.

gies in order to distinguish their products from the rest

Both, we think, will do well in the new year.

of the market offerings.

As you already know, our specialty lies with naturally

2) The expected trends for 2016 will more than likely

made sexual enhancement supplements. We have

be about bold experiments with packaging and de-

already seen numerous clients place more of a focus

sign, as well as developing and maintaining brand

on products such as ours, both in the offline and on-

trust. We are going to see a huge shift in product

line markets. Vitenza are confident that many more

technology as more and more of the younger gene-

businesses will embrace our products in 2016. This is

ration is becoming sexually aware and willing to ex-

because these kinds of items have great potential to

periment.

earn businesses good money, simply because of the
fact that supplements are consumable and customers
will come back to purchase these products again and
again if they like them.
Apart from products, one area that will have a major
impact in 2016 is how brands market and present themselves. More than ever, marketing is multi-channel. Consumers can be targeted through conventional means
like search engines, but now there is also an opportunity
to create awareness through the various social media
platforms that exist, including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and even SnapChat.
Ian Marshall &
Sandra Elliott & Gary Elliott, Rocks Off
1) With more companies now moving into the market
to produce products with “wider appeal”, the serious
innovators and mainstream players within the industry
really need set the standard as to what will feed the
market appetite rather than let it be led by companies who are simply moving in to the sector.
The industry drivers need to focus on bringing well–
made and cleverly designed products that will encourage consumer interplay across a variety of sexual
goods when shoppers are in the pleasure goods environment looking to make a purchase. We feel this
this will particularly apply to the 35-40 sector, who are
ideal consumers for high end pleasure products.
2) The market clearly caters for all choices and with
that diverse need there will of course always be all
Brett Richardson, Liberator

levels of products available. From Rocks Off per-

1) These past few years, we have seen a major shift

spective, as one of the true innovators within the in-

in people willing to openly discuss and accept sex.

dustry, we definitely see the movement going towards

With sexual wellness becoming less of a taboo, the

higher levels of functionality, design and of course

popularity of sexual wellness products is increasing.

quality and safety. Let’s face it, when people purchase

The challenge for many manufacturers will be the

a sex toy they are really looking to enhance their en-

development of new and inventive marketing strate-

joyment levels or to indulge their fantasies. We believe
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that luxury pleasure products are another way that

2) I personally believe the trend will be that more and

people will chose to spend their money to further en-

more men will become open-minded about using

hance their relaxation times, just as they do let’s say

products that will EnRich their sex lives. This will result

for instance when they are choosing to buy any new

in retailers recognising the difference between the

piece of technology. Clearly they will be looking for

products that are out there for men. For instance,

products that match their current lifestyle choices

they will have to agree with the fact that the JBoa is

and of course their aspirations.

simply the best lasso out there on the market. Luckily
for me, a large number of retailers already share this
opinion and sell the JBoa to their consumers.

Robert Strzelecki, Playroom
1) As far as challenges are concerned, the year 2016
will probably bring good ones and bad ones. Let’s
Jelle Plantenga, Velv'Or

start with the bad ones. I am afraid we will not be

1) Jesus, guys, this is a question that is hard to answer

able to eradicate the phenomenon of fake products

because I cannot predict the future! Let’s do this one:

on the European market. More and more small en-

Of course, if you look at the lube and supplement

terprises choose to purchase and then resell them to

part of the market it will be government regulations.

make easy and fast money. It is kind of a disease of

These are getting stricter every day, and only the

the 21st century in our line of business. Sadly, it is

people with cash will survive. All the smaller players

really hard to fight against this phenomenon, yet it is

will not be able to pay the amounts of money that

not impossible. Good news is that with the develop-

are required to get these certifications. For the toy

ments in our society, consumers are becoming more

segment, the challenge will be to stay innovative!

and more aware of their rights, and therefore more

The market is getting more and more crowded with

willing to exercise these rights. Companies that are

look-alike products. Most new products are based on

not prepared for this will vanish - including those that

the designs of products that are already on the mar-

sell fake products.

ket. Some of them are off course an improvement,

I anticipate the adult industry will be more consolida-

but some just do the same and only have a different

ted and perhaps will start thinking about a suprana-

colour or motor.

tional and non-governmental structure uniting owners
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of erotic companies worldwide. Its role would be sig-

actually do in the marketing arena, rather than how

nificant, especially with regard to the cross-border

they describe it. There are early signs that consumers

phenomenon of offering fake products, and it would

return to stores because stores can give them more

serve as the collective representation of businesses

than just a post on a Facebook wall. Approaching

which are socially responsible, and there are many

customers will pay off even more.

of them in the adult industry.
2) What is going to survive is the positive stance on

Steve Thomson, LELO

sexuality, that is, understanding erotica as one of the

1) 2015 was an incredibly strong year for sex generally,
and for sex toys in particular, and 2016 looks

most important spheres of human's life

set to break more records. But it won't

which is necessary to make indi-

be without its challenges. One

viduals function properly,

of the biggest challenges

and to accept their va-

will not be how we design

rious preferences. A

and produce our pro-

crucial role in this

ducts, but how we talk

process is promotion

of

events,

about

erotic

them.

customers

inclu-

Our
are

ding fairs, semi-

more switched on

nars,

confe-

than they've ever

rences, rather

been. They know

than participa-

more

about

sex

ting in typically

than ever before,

pornographic

and they are very
closely attuned to the

events. Pornogra-

language of sex, sexua-

phy has always done

lity, and gender. It's no lon-

damage by shaping an

ger good enough to be brash

unnatural perception of

and outrageous: A misspoken

the sexual sphere and building

phrase or a poorly thought-out slogan,

emotions on the basis of such experiences. In my opinion, the year 2016 will witness furt-

or even a clumsy tweet, can quickly escalate into wi-

her strengthening of premium brands and their posi-

despread condemnation of your entire brand. In short,

tion in the market. It is a positive trend, I keep my

great care is going to be needed in 2016 - and every

fingers crossed. To tell you the truth, what matters

year after that - to ensure the language we use is po-

most is quality and its relation to the price. In a con-

sitive, affirmative, inclusive, and honest.

sumer society focused on technological novelties

2) There have been hints for the last couple of years

and an active life, highly specialised and technolo-

that the acceptance of "alternative" sexual and gen-

gically advanced products will play a vital role. Thing

der identities is about to breach its dam and become

is, consumers like super products. Retailers who offer

part of everyday life. At the same time, the general

these products and offer perfect sales and after-sales

public has been slowly introduced to more diverse

service can be sure to have the consumers’ appre-

relationship dynamics. 2016 might be the year that

ciation. I reckon that the focus on social media will

there is an upheaval of mainstream acceptance for

pale into insignificance, but will not disappear com-

what we do, since most of us in the adult industry are

pletely. Instead, people will be more into a real pre-

a part of that conversation in one way or the other.

sence of companies and stores in the social space.

There is a concurrent trend of sexual empowerment,

It will be important what a given company or store

and this will likely continue. Customers are becoming
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more liberal, more knowing, and more willing to try

Alice Little,

new experiences. The LELO prostate massagers that

Lovehoney

we launched in 2015 were far more successful than

1) One big

even we anticipated, with the HUGO outselling all but

challenge is

one of the female-oriented sex toys we offer.

the

This shows us that 2016 will see a sexual renaissance

tion in the lu-

for men, who are not as shy as or reluctant to try new

xury end of the

sexual sensations as you might think. It's been a long

market - even Lelo

time coming, but a tectonic shift towards a broader

have recognised this

and more understanding attitude towards male plea-

and boosted their RRPs to posi-

sure may well be the biggest trend in 2016.

tion themselves above the influx. Consumers have

Another trend we predict, based on our detailed ana-

higher expectations as standard - something doesn't

lysis of customers in recent months, is the increase in

justify a €100 price tag just because it's silicone and

both gifting and sex shopping as a couple. From sur-

waterproof. It has to have the build quality and come

veying more than 1000 LELO subscribers, it confirmed

from a trusted brand (like Fifty Shades of Grey!).

satura-

that for many couples, browsing

2) In: Male toys and true technological innovation

sex toys together is part of

(look back at 2015 at Womanizer and Eva). Loveho-

the ritual of their sex

ney's Sqweel XT (launching at ANME in January) nails

lives, and it's on the
increase.

both of these points - male and innovative!
Out: Gimmicky app-controlled toys - people want instant gratification and unless the app adds functionality,

Glenn Wilde,

it's just more phone clutter.

ABS Holdings
1) I think the
market on the
whole is looking
very strong – Sex
sells and always will!!
Both suppliers and wholesalers need to be aware though,
that our end customers need new thrills to keep them
interested. We must all ensure that innovation, quality,
and availability are the bywords for the year ahead.
2) Last year we saw a massive increase in toys that
can link couples together over vast distances thanks
to phone apps etc. and this sector will continue to
grow. Due to advances in technology and the relative
costs going down, we will see many more toys (both
couple and solo toys) take advantage of these

Miguel Capilla, Fleshlight

advancements. It will be interesting to see how the

1) 2015 has been an awesome year for Fleshlight In-

base emotive desires of humans and the cold, yet

ternational SL, as we were consolidated as worldwide

functional actions of this new technology can be

leader in male masturbators one more year. Our over-

combined to create amazing new products that bring

all sales have climbed by 20% in comparison to 2014

new or enhanced sensations to us all – Deus Sex

and ,45% compared with 2013 and we expect good

Machina maybe?

growth prospects for 2016 since our numbers keep
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climbing. Maybe it's going to be difficult to beat 2015,

relevant – both to retailers and consumers. As ex-

but it seems we are on the right track. We are really

pectations, demands, and desires of the market

excited about 2016 as some new products will be

evolve, so must we.

launched and we think they are going to surprise the

2) I believe we’ll be seeing a return to the basics.

market. Fleshlight’s future is clearly positive, with new

After a flood of complex controls and options, con-

agreements to be closed in the coming months, and

sumers who are ready for a break will

we are sure that 2016 will also offers the opening of

come back to simple, elegant

new markets.

designs and products.

Fleshlight really looks forward to 2016 because we
have great expectations and. There is hard work to

Helen Clyne, a2z europe

do, but we are very excited about it. Our great team

1) To continue to provide

is eager to keep our brand the number 1 male sex

quality, innovative pro-

toy in the word!

ducts and services.

2) Today we are obsessed with electronic devices

2) 'Sex sells' will definitely

and our life is completely dominated by technology.

prevail. Hopefully some of

This technological environment is a reality, and it's

the more hypocritical views

being applied in the erotic market too. Electronic sti-

that still exist regarding our industry

mulation is being developed so new sex toys can en-

will be left behind.

able sex at a distance and in real time, using a platform located on the web, through the use of
electronic devices wirelessly connected via the world
wide web. That is why we joined Kiiroo last year. Because we are aware that the future of sex toys is
linked to technology. But new electronical sex
toys need to be made of good materials
as well, and our patented Superskin
material is like the real thing... so
this is the perfect mix! Everybody
must adapt to new technologies
if they want to remain in the
market.
Gregory Dorcel, Dorcel
Martin Rulofs,

1) Tubes and piracy.
2) Brands and quality. No more tricks.

Maison-X
1) I feel the current power structures in the market will
be reinforced, meaning the big players will become

Andy Green, Xgen Products
1) In reality, I don’t believe we’ll
see “new” challenges, just

even bigger. Customers will pay more attention to
the price, but will also demand first-class service.

within

2) As far as I’m concerned, SM will continue to gain

those that we continu-

momentum now that the Shades of Grey has made

ally face as business

it hip and acceptable. I also think that things such as

owners. For Xgen, we

'vegan' and environmentally sound products are on

focus primarily on the

the rise – that will certainly be a way for companies

challenge of staying

to set themselves apart from the competition.

developments
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Michael Sonner, HOT

Mara Epstein,

1) Erotic products will

Maia Toys

become more and

1) With more

more public. This

competition,

will

bring

it is impera-

new

customers but

tive to step

also new com-

up customer

petitors. A lot of

service,

mainstream

duct

pro-

education,

technology, and social

chains are planning to enlarge

media. Today, people are more curious as to how

their erotic assort-

they can improve their health and wellness sexually.

ment. For producers, this

People need to understand that price isn’t the issue

will bring new markets, but for

but functionality is. They need to shop the quality

the existing erotic market, this also means new pro-

companies that stand behind their products and offer

blems.

high quality materials.

2) First of all, the online shopping trend will go on. Re-

2) Technology will be key. Updating functionality for

tailers who are not working with strong brands will have

both heterosexual and homosexual products will be

problems in the future. Not even nicest retail shop

keen. Rechargeable products will become more po-

and the most beautiful online shop will make the best

pular than battery operated products. Products that

turnover without brands. The winner will be the one

enhance sexual activities for couples will also aggres-

who has the best and most sought-after products

sively rise to the top. The end consumer is more edu-

right when they hit the market.

cated and will not accept poor quality and low
functionally products.

Samir Saraiya, Digital E-Life

Eric Vonke, Ladies Night

1) Cheap Chinese products hitting the market.

1) I think more small brick and mortar shops will fall

2) One trend will be connecting wi-fi, mobile and

prey to the crisis, unfortunately. And everybody has

Bluetooth toys. Lower volumes in the BDSM category.

to increase the service level even more, because
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clients are paying more attention to the services pro-

better. In these internet-driven times a bad review on-

vided. This has to be achieved without raising the pri-

line can kill a product instantly. So quality is very im-

ces, of course.

portant! It is not anymore about who can make the

2) I believe the fetish market will grow as a trend. The

cheapest product at the highest margin. It is about

people who have started experimenting after 50

creating a life style. In order to produce 100% body

Shades will get more experienced and demanding. I

safe products we have test reports and test panels to

think app-controlled products will not to be a lasting

guide us, making sure we deliver 100% customer sa-

trend because of the selling prices and complicated

tisfaction!!

updates of Apple and Android.
Another challenge will be Google because advertisers
in the erotic business can expect the same strategies
as they have in the USA, where it gets more difficult
to be allowed to advertise erotic content or products.
Same goes for Facebook.
Oscar Heijnen, Shots
1) The biggest threat for 2016 and
the years thereafter, is the import of unsafe products from
Asia. We are one of the few
companies who spend a lot of
attention to the inspection and
certification of our products.
For instance, all of them
have the CE certificate. Because we

Elcke Wieffering, Eropartner Distribution

are so very picky

1) Consumers are becoming more and more aware

when it comes

of sex toys and are exploring their sexuality more, lea-

to quality and

ding to more diversity in demand and wishes. It is a

safety, we can

challenge for our industry to come up with the right

give

long

products for the right consumer segment and also

a

all-risk

how we as an industry can guide them through their

guarantee,

journey in buying and using pleasure products. Anot-

which is an extra

her challenge is due to the increase of technology in

service to our end

pleasure products: how to explain this to consumers

lasting

consumers.

and make tech sexy.

2) For Shots the success

2) One of the top trends will be Virtual Reality and

will come by presenting new

what it might mean for the possibilities regarding plea-

techniques, materials and inventions.

sure products. Also personalized pleasure products

Also offering great quality at the lowest possible price,

will be a trend for 2016. Also, we see a trend of brands

branding and the fabrication of new in-store marke-

evolving into lifestyle brands, instead of being merely

ting concepts will make us stand out. Quality will al-

manufacturers of pleasure products. Also, we are

ways prevail in 2016!! Trends which will be left behind:

continuing leaving behind the stigma of toys for men,

cheap, cheaper, cheapest body-unsafe products!

especially straight men or men in heterosexual relati-

The knowledge from consumers is getting bigger and

onships being more open to buying anal toys.
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T h e l at es t s t ore of Novu m M ärk t e Gm bH in
H e rford is t o b e t he t empl a t e fo r f utur e sto r e s

“It has been
a lot of fun!“
N o v u m Mä rk t e GmbH c e le bra t e s 25 t h a n n ive rs a ry
1991 marked the first year af ter the Ger man reunification, and as far as the Ger man retail
trade was concer ned, the rise of more specialised stores, which had begun in the mid1980s, continued in the new decade, reaching the electronics industr y as electronics
stores popped up in all cities and towns. If you are wondering what that has to do with Lo thar Schwier and his company, read on, we’ll get to that in a minute as we look back at 25
years of Novum Märkte GmbH. Novum is Latin for “new”, by the way – a per fect name for a
company with new and fresh concepts that set out a quar ter of a centur y ago to make it
socially acceptable to buy adult products

ex c l us ive

25

years ago, Lothar Schwier worked in the

market. At the same time, he also had an eye on the

electronics industry, so he experienced first-hand

adult market, seeing that there was tremendous potential

how the concept of specialised stores changed the

in this area, but he was also aware of the risks.
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idea: He wanted to

Rhine Westphalia, did away with the

adapt the concept of

sleazy image of the adult retail trade

specialised electro-

and got new customer groups inte-

nics stores in the world

rested in erotic products – people

of adult products. He

who would not be seen dead in a

opened his first store

regular sex shop. “Are we pioneers?

in his home town,

That is for others to decide, not us,

running it on the side

not me. But I dare say that we did

while still keeping his

our part to change this market,”

job in the electronics

Schwier says. The aforementioned

industry. That was a

business philosophy is still one of the

bold step, not only

pillars of the company and its 23 re-

from an economic

tail stores but, as Lothar continues,

point of view, but also

nothing is ever set in stone at Novum.

in terms of how the

“We work very hard, we constantly

people around him

question our decisions, we keep our

responded to that

eyes and ears open, and we do our

Understanding the eternal truth that

decision: “There were quite a few

best to adapt to the developments

sex is a basic human need and that,

who wondered if I had lost my mind

and the trends in the market and

consequently, sex sells, Lothar knew

when they first heard of my new

also to the needs and expectations

there was demand for erotic

shop”, Lothar remembers, thinking

of the consumers.” The words of so-

products. But of course, the adult

back to those early days 25 years

meone who has seen more than

retail market, circa 1991, was in no

ago. “And yes, some people also

once how quickly the market can

way comparable to the market we

became very hostile, but as a

change. When the internet became

all know and appreciate nowadays.

matter of fact, the majority seemed

a new channel of distribution for

What is often described as “traditio-

to be curious more than anything.”

adult content, that set off an ava-

nal sex shops” today represented the

Lothar’s business philosophy and his

lanche of changes, DVD sales plum-

backbone of the market back then,

mainstream-influenced take on store

meted, and the adult trade was fa-

the products were clearly geared

design – large, bright sales spaces

ced

towards a male audience, and

that still respected the customers’

marketplace. Many shops were for-

pornography in all its shapes and

need for discretion, an inviting

ced to close down because the

forms filled the shelves. No wonder:

atmosphere, a large selection of

customers of yore got their fix on the

Porn offered great margins and tur-

products, and motivated and, most

web; others managed to adapt,

nover, and VHS tapes with hardcore

importantly, well-trained sales staff –

switching to different product groups

content were booming. However,

won

consumers,

and new target audiences. Also,

there was no larger audience for the

including younger people, couples,

new companies entered the market.

adult industry back then, it was a

and even women. Therefore, it was

“We had offered a wide range of

successful, but clearly defined niche,

not really surprising that regional and

products from day one, and we had

shunned by the mainstream at

national newspapers dedicated

catered to a different audience, so

large. Many consumers gave wide

articles to the rise of Novum Märkte

that development didn’t pull the rug

berth to sex shops, and there was

GmbH and its business philosophy.

out from under our feet”, Schwier

basically zero incentive for women

A term that can be found in many

explains. “Of course, being a brick-

to ever set foot in such a store. So

of those articles is “socially accep-

and-mortar man, I am less than thril-

Lothar Schwier put two and two

table”. The company, which still has

led about many of the things I see

together and started developing an

its headquarters in Bielefeld, North-

going on the internet – to name but

L ook s b a c k a t 25 event ful yea rs: Lo thar Schw ie r

over

many

57
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“Those were different times.“ Lothar Schwier
on a n a rt ic l e fr o m „N e ue Re v ue “ in 1997

two: pirated, free pornography and silly price wars that

damage – the list is long and shocking. “I believe

destroy the margins for the trade. In light of this situation,

everyone will understand that I don’t miss those times”,

it is all the more important to emphasise the advantages

he says. But neither unscrupulous competitors, nor

of the brick-and-mortar trade.” But as he adds, the adult

changes in the trade landscape could stop Novum

market has also changed in another way. It is a

Märkte GmbH on its way to the top. The number of No-

development that most newcomers in this industry won’t

vum stores kept growing and growing, eventually rea-

really understand, but for people like Lothar, who have

ching the current number of 23. The company has long

been in the adult business for decades, it couldn’t be

since expanded outside its native territory in Eastern

more profound: The adult industry has become profes-

North-Rhine Westphalia, and there are stores in Northern

sional, moving closer to the structures and practice of

Germany and in Southern Germany now. The latest store

other big markets. The days of the “Old West” attitude

was opened in Herford, and Lothar and his team are

are over – a development for which Lothar has nothing

confident that it will set the template for future stores

but praise: “I am more than happy that we now have

because, apart from being a perfect representation of

this high level of professionalism in our market, although

the Novum corporate philosophy and its modern interior

I have to admit that, looking back, the turnover we ge-

design, this latest store is also situated in a prime location

nerated in the old days is kind of mind-boggling”, he

with lots of foot traffic – the perfect spot for a Novum

says with a smirk. But he quickly turns serious again when

store. “We won’t settle for any location”, Schwier explains.

remembering the other things that happened in those

“We have certain expectations, and we invest a lot of

days; things that reflect the wild west mentality present

time doing location analyses and gauging the customer

in the market back then: threats, harassment, property

volume in those areas. We don’t open new stores just so
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Fe w co mpanie s hav e do ne mo r e to make the sale o f
adult pr o ducts acce ptable in G e r many than Novum Mär kt e Gm bH

entertainment tax – but on the whole, people are very
cooperative when we approach them.” Part of this
development is owned to Novum’s great reputation that
is known well beyond the borders of North-Rhine
Westphalia. The relationship with the store lessors has
evolved along the same lines, and often, things go very
smoothly on this front. However, there are still people
who suddenly change their mind or demand outrageous
rates, basically as compensation because Novum will
sully their property with sex toys and other products for
we can brag about it.” But of course, opening a store is

adult customers. “And as if that weren’t enough, we are

just the beginning. Making sure it runs at a profit, that is

occasionally attacked by other institutions, for instance

the real challenge, as Lothar well knows. “If a location

the church.” Listening to Lothar Schwier talk about such

simply doesn’t work, we sit down and try to figure out

problems, one can’t help but wonder what year it is. The

what is going wrong. If a location is going well, we sit

church taking offence and trying to prevent Novum from

down and try to figure out what we can do to make it

taking over an empty store, which would bring new cus-

do even better.” Optimising stores has become a basic

tomers, new business, and a few new jobs to a town?

prerequisite for anyone hoping to be successful in the

Sounds like the dark ages! The fact that adult stores con-

retail trade, all the more since customer traffic has

tribute to the local economy and also put people in

decreased. “We are in the favourable position that most

gainful employment seems to be deliberately ignored.

people who enter our stores also end up buying

“Unfortunately, you hit a brick wall sometimes, and every

something. Given our wide range of products, there is

time that happens I see that the new acceptance of

something for every taste, and our sales personnel is

sex and erotic products that people are talking about

more than happy to provide suggestions and advice. I

has not reached all corners of society yet.” As Schwier

am very proud of our sales staff and how much

explains, such resistance against stores like his has

motivation and personal initiative they show.”

actually increased throughout the past years. To avoid

Schwier and his team wouldn’t mind having a few more

problems with lessors and property owners, Novum buys

locations under their belt, and alas, the fact that there

the stores whenever possible. And what do they do about

aren’t more stores has less to do with Lothar’s refusal to

incorrigibly backwards politicians? “All we can do is try

open a store in a bad location, but more with opposition

to convince them,” says Lothar. “We talk to them, openly

from local politicians and lessors, property owners, etc.

and honestly. Communication is key.”

You definitely need a lot of patience to get some

When asked how he would sum up the past 25 year of

locations, as Lothar tells us: “It often took several years of

Novum Märkte GmbH, Lothar Schwier doesn’t hesitate

hard work before we could open a store in a new

with his answer. “It has been a lot of fun!” His partners

location.” But luckily, things aren’t always that bad, and

have given him the moniker “Erotica King of

one can hear justified pride in Lothar’s voice when he

Westphalia”, and it seems appropriate. Lothar can

talks about his close and often highly fruitful cooperation

definitely feel proud looking at the history of his

with local politicians and authorities. “We have achieved

company. He was also fortunate enough to always

many successes, and even though there are still a few

have the support of his family – there were definitely

authorities who like to put obstacles in our way, that has

moments when he needed it. “We have achieved a

become the exception rather than the rule. Of course,

lot, but we also had to take a lot of punches,” he says,

there are instances when you don’t get the authorisation

pointing out that, at one time, even an organization

you had been counting on, or development plans are

such as the German Red Cross hit out at Novum. Years

changed, or decisions are delayed or thrown out the

ago, through an unfortunate accident, a German

window altogether, or there is a steep increase in the

newspaper printed a Novum ad showing a nurse
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Of f e r ing the custo me r s a g r ea t s h op p i n g
e xpe r ie nce is o ne o f th e m a i n goa ls a t Novum

scher Rundfunk, Northern German Broadcasting) aired a
story about two men who had to be taken to the hospital
because of a cock ring that turned out to be too tight.
The editor’s conclusion: This probably wouldn’t have
happened had the men sought the advice of an expert,
and then Novum is mentioned as a source for expert
advice on adult products. Sometimes, Novum also
create reasons for media coverage themselves, for incostume on the same page as an article about the Red

stance when they open new stores. The local newspaper

Cross. “We didn’t invent the sexy nurse stereotype, it has

“Neue Westfälische” even argued jokingly that Novum’s

been around for years without anybody caring, but then,

booming Christmas business may be a reason why there

for some reason, we were blamed for everything.” In the

is such a spike in the East Westphalian birth rate in

wake of the incident, the Red Cross prohibited the use of

September. The paper’s explanation: Since the stores sell

red crosses in German adult films. Today, Lothar can

so many products during the holiday season that are

laugh about the whole affair. “Sometimes, there was an

conducive to human intimacy, making for moments of

icy wind blowing in our faces. Unfortunately, I can’t say

sizzling sensuality under the mistletoe, it’s no wonder that

that everything has changed for the better in recent ti-

the storks are pushing overtime when it comes to delive-

mes.” 25 years are a long time – a quarter of a century -

ring babies nine months later! “We are happy for every

, and throughout this time, Novum has put its stamp on

opportunity to show that nothing dirty or sleazy happens

the German retail market for adult products. Lothar has

in our stores. We offer an appealing shopping experience

enough anecdotes and stories to fill a book, and there’d

to adult customers that they won’t find anywhere else –

be more than enough fascinating material for a movie.

in line with our motto ˈWo Einkaufen Lust Machtˈ (ˈWhere

And we’d even have a title, courtesy of German maga-

Shopping is Pleasureˈ).”

zine “Neue Revue” which, in the 1990s, had a big article

And now, after 25 years, after Novum has grown into a

titled “Sex King Lothar and his Hot Millions”. The picture

company with more than a hundred employees – how

going along with this headline showed Schwier behind a

will things continue from now? Sure, the team is working

desk, his feet up, with an erotic model sprawled lascivio-

to secure locations for new stores, improve existing

usly on the tabletop. “I remember that very vaguely ...

stores, optimise the shopping experience … but what

but what can I say: Those were different times,” Lothar

plans does 59-year old Lothar Schwier have? “I have

says, laughing. However, even though this type of pre-

said it before, I am very happy with what I do, and we

sentation in the media was rather heavy-handed, it hel-

can all be very happy with the way this company has

ped create awareness for Novum, and in the long run,

developed. But there is something that’s more important

mainstream coverage helped alter the public perception

– and that’s good health. I want to keep doing what I

of the adult market. By the way, even after searching the

do for as long as I can, but when the time comes for

German media archives, we couldn’t find any negative

me to step back, the company will be well-prepared

articles about the store chain. “It was always important

and ready to continue on its path without me.” Exactly

to us to be perceived as a serious, professional company,

what you would expect from Novum. One final question:

and to achieve that, we have always been very open

What are the chances that at some point in the next 25

and forthcoming when approached by the media. This

years, there will be a magazine article titled “Sex

approach has paid dividends – not just for us as a com-

Methuselah Lothar and His Hot Millions”? Lothar laughs

pany, but also for the market in general.” The media still

and shakes his head: “No, that will definitely not happen.

approach Novum on a regular basis, whenever they

I’d much rather be called the ˈmodern Oswalt Kolleˈ (a

want some expert opinion for a piece about erotic trends,

German sex educator who became famous for his

about 50 Shades of Grey, about the adult market, or

books and films in the 1960s) because of educational

about intimate mishaps. Just recently, NDR (Norddeut-

work we have done and keep doing.”
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“Kama Sutra has a
history full of love.”
K a m a Su t ra E u ro p e ha s e n t e re d t he ma rk e t
The well-established Kama Sutra brand is seeking to reposition itself in the European market.
To that end, they have set up a sales and marketing team dedicated solely to that market,
operating from the Netherlands where the company also has its European logistics centre.
The goal is to boost and expand the appeal of the sensual body care brand in customtailored ways. Joyce Mallo, who is in charge of marketing and communication at Kama
Sutra Europe, talked with EAN about the company’s plans.

.................
We support our clients with an
excellent service, training, and
merchandising.”
................................

“

e xclusiv e

K

ama Sutra Europe has officially taken up business in November.
What has the response from the adult market been like?

Joyce Mallo: Over the last year, we reinvented Kama Sutra, we
did a complete rebranding. Opening our European branch
was part of the strategy and the response has been great.
After more than 47 years in business, retailers are familiar
with high quality and unique Kama Sutra products. For
this reason, many retailers are happy that a no. 1
brand is relaunched. It creates more variety on their
shelves and the end-consumer has something to
choose again.
How is the company structured? Is it a European
subsidiary of the US company, or is it an independent business entity that distributes the Kama Sutra
brand in Europe?
Joyce: Kama Sutra Europe is the European branch
of Kama Sutra Inc., we have our dedicated European sales and marketing-team. Of course, we
also have our own warehouse that guarantees fast
delivery of our entire range of products.

J oyc e M a l l o,
M a rk et ing & C ommunic a tio n , Kama Sutr a Eur o pe
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J O Y C E

M A L L O

.................
We never lost our original purpose which
was established in 1969: to help bring
couples together by bringing intimacy in to
their lives.”
................................

“

How long did it take to set up the

Will there be a

company? How much time was

focus on cer-

invested in negotiations with Kama

tain

Sutra USA?

and if so, which

Joyce: To set up the company

markets?

markets,

didn’t take long. But that doesn’t
count for the relaunch of Kama
Sutra; we’ve completely ‘reinvented’ the brand. In the last
years, our American team did
a careful rebranding. In order to
clean up the market, we didn’t de-

Joyce: The European branch is

the USA market and on the other

liver to anyone in Europe for nine

responsible for the entire European

continents at the same time. This

months. This was a good way to

market. At this moment, our main

is the reason why Kama Sutra has

clean up the market and start with

focus is to create a dedicated

chosen to go for a dedicated

a blank sheet.

wholesale network over Europe.

branch with a warehouse based

This means that we will work with

in Europe.

What exactly are the tasks and

one or two wholesale companies

goals of Kama Sutra Europe?

in every country.

Will Kama Sutra Europe be doing
business directly with the trade, or

Joyce: We never lost our original
purpose which was established in

Kama Sutra is a long-established

will there also be collaborations

1969: to help bring couples

brand in the adult market, but it

with distributors and wholesalers?

together by bringing intimacy

has never had a massive presence

Joyce: Yes, we’re creating a

into their lives. Kama Sutra has

in Europe. Why is that, and what

wholesale network all over Europe.

accomplished this original pur-

will Kama Sutra Europe do to

What types of support does Kama

pose and proudly continues to

change that?

Sutra offer to its partners in the

Make love better®. We want to

Joyce: Kama Sutra always had

retail and wholesale trade?

reach

by

most of its focus on the USA, our

Joyce: Most importantly: We sup-

creating careful growth and a

home market. Europe never was

port our clients with excellent ser-

controlled

vice, training, and merchandising.

the

end- consumer

network

a big part in this strategy. However,

with local wholesale and retail

there were successful partnerships

companies. We’ve set up a trai-

in the past, otherwise the brand

What are the strong points of the

ning programme to instruct every

wouldn’t be well-known. Kama

brand?

professional who works with Kama

Sutra as a company had its

Joyce: Kama Sutra was the first

Sutra. Only with well-trained part-

struggles in the past and we’ve

brand that made kissable body

ners can we exceed customers’

learned from them. It is not easy

care products with irresistible

expectations every time.

to keep the focus of one team on

flavours and exciting sensations,

distribution
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but above all: it’s a true story consumers want to buy.

Joyce: No, the line is the same.

Kama Sutra has a history full of love, which I think
most people desire to have. The concept is ‘making

Given the many competing brands in the body care

love better’, and it’s at the heart of every product.

segment, what are your expectations as Kama Sutra

Making love better® doesn’t just mean nights in the

Europe enters this contested market?

bedroom with a partner. It’s also about making love

Joyce: Our expectations are high, a long history and

towards yourself better; some products are perfect

a well-known brand name as Kama Sutra make our

to pamper yourself.

products perfect for the adult market. We stand far
above many competitors when it

.................
Our main focus is
Joyce: Kama Sutra has twenty-one
to create a dedicaproducts, and most products come in ted wholesale network
multiple flavours. The collection is all over Europe.”
divided into four sections: ‘Massage ................................

comes to quality or safety. Believe

and Spa’, ‘Intimacy’, ‘Foreplay’, and

time

How big is the product range at the
moment?

“

me when I say that developing
body care products is not easy,
there are many requirements that
differ from country to country.
We’ve been in business for a long
and

we’ve

a

lot

of

‘Travel Kits and Gift Sets’. The ‘Massage and Spa’

knowledge on this. All the research and development,

section contains all sorts of massage products, a

manufacturing, quality control, and testing take place

shaving cream, and a luxurious bath salt. The

in the USA. Every single item carries the Made in USA

‘Intimacy’ section contains an intensifying gel and a

symbol.

water based lubricant. The ‘Foreplay’ section contains
a kissable body powder, kissable pleasure balm,

Wellness, wellbeing, sexual health, etc. – will the

and the first product Kama Sutra created: the oil

Kama Sutra brand benefit from these trends?

of love – a kissable body oil. The last section

Joyce: Yes, of course, our products fit in well

contains all sorts of gift sets and travel k its which

with these trends so we’ll automatically benefit

are easy to carry around.

from them.

Is there a difference between the US product

What are the next steps for Kama Sutra Europe?

range and the product line-up for the European

Joyce: Becoming a leading sensual body care brand

market?

in Europe.
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EAN has once again stretched out its feelers
to lear n about interesting retail companies
in the adult market – their histor y, their concept, their triumphs, and the challenges
they face. This time, we tur ned our attention
to Simply Pleasure, a store chain operating
in Great Britain. Their first store was opened
in 2004, and today, Simply Pleasure welco mes consumers at 28 locations. EAN had the
oppor tunity to talk to Georgia Ashwell, Simply Pleasure’s Area Manager for the Nor ther n
par t of Britain.

“Walking into
Pleasure stores
B ri t i s h re t a i l c ha in S imp ly Ple a s ure c urre n t ly run s 28 s t o re s
ex c l us ive

When did the first Simply Pleasure store open?

something specific, or just looking to experiment –

Georgia Ashwell: The company has been operating

they’ll know just what to recommend. Each store is

for over 30 years under different names, but 2004 in

stocked to the brim with top of the range toys like

the northwest of England was when the first Simply

Lelo, We-Vibe, Fun Factory, Doxy, Swan and more.

Pleasure store was opened.

We’ve got products for every taste and experience
level. So even if you’re a fist time buyer, out staff will

How many stores are there at the moment?

make you feel welcome and you’ll leave with some-

Georgia Ashwell: Since we opened our first store,

thing that you really love.

we’ve seen phenomenal growth. Currently, we have
28 Simply Pleasure stores.

Where are the Simply Pleasure stores located? What
type of location do you want for your stores?

What does a typical Simply Pleasure look like? What

Georgia Ashwell: A lot of our stores are located close

awaits the consumers in your stores?

to town centres, which is really convenient, but they’re

Georgia Ashwell: Walking into one of our Simply

also discreet enough that people can come in and

Pleasure stores is an experience, and our stores

out of our stores without worry.

are designed to be light, airy, welcoming, fun
and friendly! Our staff really love what they do,

What are the strong points of your store chain? Why

and they’re knowledgeable about every product

should a consumer visit a Simply Pleasure store

that’s on our shelves. Whether you’re looking for

instead of a competing store?
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A S H W E L L

Georgia Ashwell: We have expert

ments – from toys and lingerie to

making us very accessible to most

staff that are passionate about the

bondage, DVDs and more.

customers.

they know all the ins and out of the

Which consumer group do you want

Has this target group changed over

products and will go out of their way

to cater to? Who is the target audi-

the course of the past years? How

to help you find just what you’re

ence you are aiming for?

does Simply Pleasure make sure you

looking for. Since Simply Pleasure

Georgia Ashwell: Everyone is wel-

keep up with the consumers’ tastes?

opened our doors, our staff has

come in our stores we try to cater for

Georgia Ashwell: In recent years we

always been a very important part

all demographics. Whether you’re a

have seen an increase in women

of our business, and they’re a big

beginner that’s just curious, or a

and couples shopping in our stores,

part of what keeps our customers co-

pleasure pro that knows exactly what

which we love! As a result, we’ve

ming back. We also have a great

they want, we’ve ensured that we

increased our selection of toys

selection in all our product depart-

cater for every experience level,

aimed at these two groups, to ensure

business and the products we sell,

we give them plenty of variety to
choose from. We have a great

one of our Simply
is an experience!”

selection of toys that are targeted
directly at couples to use together
for mutual gratification.
Today, women and couples are one
of the, if not the biggest target group
in the adult industry. Is this development also reflected on the shelves

There a re c u rrent l y 2 8 Simply P le asur e
s t ores – here, y o u se e the sto r e in Exe te r

of the Simply Pleasure stores?
Georgia Ashwell: Absolutely – we
have lots of fun things to offer and
enhance couples’ sex lives, while also
catering for women. Couple’s toys
are really evolving and some incredible toys we offer include the WeVibe 4 Plus, the Lelo Tiani 24k couples
vibrator and the Pulse Duo. As far as
toys for women go, our pleasure portfolio is always growing. We stock
plenty of toys for women that are just
looking to buy their first toy, but we
also have really adventurous toys for
more experienced women, too. In
our stores, the sky really is the limit
when it comes to female pleasure!
What do today’s consumers expect
when they enter an adult store? What
are they looking for? And how important are brands to them?
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The e ntr an ce ar e a o f the sto r e in Oldham

“

.................
Younger generations are much more
open minded and explorative and
they’re encouraged to be more in tune
with their own sexuality.”
................................

judgement. Our staff will spend time with customers explaining every intricate detail of a toy if needs be. Our
staff are really passionate about or products, and that
passion – coupled with plenty of knowledge – makes
Simpl y Pl ea s ure – here: t he Lo ughbo r o ugh sto r e –
c a t ers t o a l l t a s t es , ne e ds, an d w ishe s

them such a valuable part of our business.

Georgia Ashwell: We are seeing more and more

How strongly do the consumers respond to trends in

customers coming in and asking about specific brands

the adult market, for instance 50 Shades of Grey?

as they have done their research online before coming

Georgia Ashwell: The 50 shades books really gave the

into the store. However, not everyone is clued up and

stores a boost but the film on the other hand didn’t do

that’s where our staff step in and help to educate

much. What is great about the 50 Shades franchise is

customers of the benefits of buying better quality

that customers that were curious about bondage or

brands such as Lelo and We-vibe as they are better

toys were given the confidence they needed to try

value for money.

them.

What has the biggest impact on the consumer’s

How do you pick the products that end up on your

purchasing decision? The price? The functionality of

shelves? Are there criteria that are particularly important

the product?

to you?

Georgia Ashwell: It tends to be the functionality – price

Georgia Ashwell: We focus on quality and innovative

doesn’t tend to come into it if customers know what

ideas. We’re always on the look-out for unique toys that

they are buying is going to make their life better or more

we know our customers will love, and quality is just as

fun. A really good product is an investment in pleasure.

important to us. We want to know that what we’re giving
our customers is a great product they can rely on.

What role does personal advice play? How important
is your sales staff?

Simply Pleasure also has an online shop. How important

Georgia Ashwell: Customers always relate well to

is this e-commerce channel for your business?

personal recommendations and little hints and tips from

Georgia Ashwell: Lots of people love to shop online as it

our staff. Customers see us as the “expert” and trust our

is discreet and convenient. Simplypleasure.com plays a
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The sto r e in Sw an se a sho w s th e gr ea t d i ver s i t y
o f f e r e d at all Simp ly P lea s ur e loc a t i on s

.................
Everyone is welcome in our stores we
try to cater for all demographics.”
................................

“

What are the big challenges facing the erotic trade?
Competition from the internet? Consumer restraint?
Georgia Ashwell: Currently we are waiting for the next external influence to hit the country – a bit like Fifty Shades of
Grey. The biggest challenge that we do face is bringing
the industry into a more mainstream point of view. We
Simpl y Pl ea s ure b a nk s on b ra nds, as can be se e n
from t he d is pl a y window o f the ir Man sf ie ld sto r e

really need to open people’s minds up to the fun they are
missing out on!

big part in our overall business, and we’ve always got great
deals running that are exclusively online. For instance, we

Will competition become even fiercer in the future since

offer free delivery on orders over £10 and we’ve also got

the mainstream market has woken up to the potential of

some great Mix and Match offers that include big name

erotic products?

brands like System Jo, Tenga, Fleshlight and more.

Georgia Ashwell: I think in the future – maybe, but the UK
still has quite a way to go until that happens. People shop

How would you describe the current situation in the brick

at our stores because we’ve been in the business for over

and mortar trade?

30 years, and we really know the industry. Our stock se-

Georgia Ashwell: It can be challenging but the people

lection is always on point and we deliver great customer

that come through the door experience a personal touch,

service. Even if competition does increase, our customers

and personal attention and they become return custo-

know they can rely on us for excellent advice, fresh pro-

mers. Also, if people want something to use there and

ducts that have just hit the market as well as great variety

then we are obviously the first port of call.

at a great price.
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Simply Pleasure in Leicester

“

.................
The biggest challenge that we do
face is bringing the industry into a
more mainstream point of view.”
................................

modern erotic boutiques catering to women and couples.
Would you say that this transformation is already completed in the UK?
Georgia Ashwell: I wouldn’t say it has fully moved over,
there are still seedy little back street shops out there but
Simply Pleasure has been moving in that direction for a
This is how l ing erie products ar e
pres ent ed in t he Exe te r sto r e

couple of years now. Women and couples are now an
important part of our customer base, and with all the de-

There is a lot of talk about a growing acceptance of

velopments in female and couple’s pleasure products,

sexuality, eroticism, etc. in our society. Does the British retail

our customers are spoilt for choice when it comes to high

trade benefit from this development?

quality pleasure products.

Georgia Ashwell: Oh very much so! Younger generations
are much more open minded and explorative and they’re

How will the situation in the British adult retail trade develop

encouraged to be more in tune with their own sexuality.

in the future?

This definitely benefits the retail trade, but it also gives us

Georgia Ashwell: Eventually it will become more and

the opportunity to cater for an exciting market that’s ad-

more mainstream. Once we have broken down some

venturous, passionate and in tune with their own pleasure.

more barriers, it will become something friends talk about
more and more in groups. This will make word of mouth

The brick and mortar trade is moving away from old-fa-

promotion much more acceptable, and we all know that

shioned sex shops with a male target audience, towards

this is one of the best forms of promotion!
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“Because of our popularity,
come to stores and ask for us
C B - X is in t he fa s t la n e
Male chastity products are becoming more and more popular among consumers, as Nikki Yates, the
Corporate Director of A.L. Enterprises – the manufacturers of the CB-X brand – explains in our interview.
While this development is certainly reflected in the US company’s sales figures, the brand’s success
can also be attributed to the great quality and craftsmanship that define the CB-X products.
ex c l us ive

s CB-X satisfied with the results of 2015? How would you

Are products from the fetish segment still in high demand,

sum up the year?

or is that trend limited to “Soft SM” products?

I

Nikki Yates: We are finishing up 2015 very strong. We

Nikki: At CB-X, we have seen an increase in demand for

have seen an increase in sales.

our line. This is due to both the increase in demand for
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NIKKI

customers
by name.”
fetish

products

and the fact that
our brand is being
recognised by retailers
as the leader in male
chastity.
The market for conventional adult products such
as vibrators seems to have
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The late st additio n to the CB-X br and:
the CB-6000 G o ld Fin ish

.................
We plan on keeping our concentration on
male chastity, but exploring this category
even further than we already have.”
................................

“

reached saturation. What’s the situation in the fetish

most stores will ever purchase because they have cus-

market?

tomers coming in asking for us by name.

Nikki: Our market for CB-X is growing as our type of product is new to the majority of customers. Our company

How much work goes into making sure that every new

has been established for over 15 years, but we are a

product lives up to the CB-X brand promise?

fresh, new product to most people.

Nikki: This is our primary goal as we research and design
all of our products as we have a reputation for quality

Which new products did you launch these past months?

and craftsmanship. We make sure all of our products

Nikki: We have recently launched the CB-6000 Gold Fi-

can be confidently backed up by our warranty. We

nish.

couldn’t do this if we were not offering quality products.

You emphasise the top-notch quality, the design, the

How can the trade benefit from the quality and popularity

craftsmanship, etc. of your products, and of course, the

of your products, and how do you support the retailers

consumers who know your brand also know of these

so they can generate the best-possible turnover with CB-

things. But how do you communicate these qualities to

X products?

potential buyers?

Nikki: Because of our popularity customers come in the

Nikki: We communicate our quality to buyers by making

stores and ask for us by name. Often this is the first time a

sure our marketing materials and packaging reflect the

retailer has even heard of male chastity devices. We

CB-X luxury brand and by educating the consumer in

now have produced instructional videos and brochures

both the use of our product line and our unparalleled

to educate both the customer and retailer in the how

warranty replacement.

and why of CB-X products. The stores that utilise these instructional materials sell significantly more than the stores

How important is it to have one’s products perceived as

that do not.

a brand in the fetish segment?
Nikki: Having our CB-X brand be recognised as THE brand

Many consumers are curious about fetish products, but

in the male chastity fetish segment is of utmost impor-

how can the retailers use this curiosity. How can they

tance. This is what drives the retail store to us to purchase

make sure that the customer will leave their store with a

our line exclusively. We are the only male chastity device

chastity device?
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Al a s , CB-X is o f te n co n f r o n te d w ith co pie s and f ake s: On the le f t ,
yo u can se e the f ake , o n the r ight side , y o u se e the o r iginal p r od uc t

.................
Having our CB-X brand be recognised as THE brand in the male chastity fetish
segment is of utmost importance.”
................................

“

Nikki: For the retailers with curious customers we find that

Nikki: Our European distributors include: Mr. B, S&T Rubber,

letting the consumer know that our devices are functional

Dusedo, and EDC.

as long term devices, but often used short term (a couple
hours for date night) for tease play. The customers new

There are producers who try to work with as many distri-

to our devices love hearing that it is not a device of tor-

butors and wholesalers as possible to get their products

ture, but of teasing.

onto as many shelves as possible. Others strike exclusive
distribution deals with only a handful of partners so com-

One of the bigger problems in the adult market is that

petition won’t lead to a price war. What is your strategy?

there are lots of copies, imitations, fakes, etc. Are there

Nikki: Because our product is not as well-known as more

ways for the trade – and naturally also the consumers –

main stream products, I believe that our product needs

to make sure that they hold an authentic CB-X product

to be in as many catalogues as possible. If it is only in

in their hands?

one and a retailer doesn’t use that distributor they will not

Nikki: As with all of the big names in adult products, our

even know our product exists. Our product benefits from

CB-X line has been counterfeited. While the counterfeiters

wide and varied distribution channels.

often use our model numbers, none of them have our
brand CB-X on the packaging. Also, we have produced

Are there plans to add new products and product cate-

a video to educate the consumer the difference bet-

gories to the CB-X brand, or will you continue to focus

ween a fake and an authentic CB-X device. This is avai-

on chastity devices?

lable to retailers to use point of sale or on their website.

Nikki: We are currently developing a new product that
will be in the same category as our current line, but will

If some of the retailers reading this interview got curious

be different than anything we have previously developed.

about your brand and want to add it to their range,

We plan on keeping our concentration on male

who should they turn to? Which European distributors

chastity, but exploring this category even further than we

carry the CB-X collection?

already have.
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“Our success
proves us right.“
C h ri s t i a n S o m m e r run s a Clo n e z o n e fra n c his e s t o re in B e rlin
In our August issue, EAN took a closer look at the franchise concept of British retail store
chain Clonezone. At about the same time, the first franchise store opened in Berlin, followed
now by a second store in the Austrian capital of Vienna. And Clonezone already have
plans to open two more franchise stores in Spain early next year. For the time being, we
focused on the Berlin store and asked the Ger man Clonezone franchisee, Christian Sommer,
for an inter view.
the way things are going. We were already in the black
in our first month – partly because we were very strict
about keeping the costs in check, and we have been
running the store at a profit ever since.
Please describe your store. How big is it? Where in Berlin
is it situated? Is there competition nearby?
Christian: Clonezone Berlin is situated in Schöneberg in
the Western part of Berlin, right in the epicentre of the
city’s gay community. With roughly 100m², the sales
space has the perfect size for the entire Clonezone
range. It is not as if there was no competition, on the
contrary: There are half a dozen other adult stores within
walking distance from our location, but just like the man
says: Competition is good for business. The wide range
of shopping opportunities is particularly appealing to
the tourists – who make up more than half of our
customers -, and the numerous cafés, restaurants, and
bars in the vicinity make the location all the more
appealing and inviting.
'Live your fantasy' –
that’s the motto of Clonezone Berlin

What awaits the consumers in your store? What are the
ex c l us ive

strong points of Clonezone Berlin?

ow has business been since you opened your

Christian: Clonezone Berlin offers a very comprehensive

store? Are you happy with the way things have

product range at favourable prices. In keeping with our

H

developed?

motto, ˈlive your fantasyˈ, we have something for every

Christian Sommer: Our store has been around for

fetish lover, be it leather, rubber, neoprene, underwear

exactly four months, and we are extremely happy with

or sportswear. And of course, we also have lots of toys,
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A comprehensive product range,
spread over roughly 100 square metres

but there are also useful accessories such as lubricants

which is possible at an online shop. Our success proves

and fun gift products on our shelves.

us right.

Who is the target audience you want to cater to with

What is the best thing about running an adult

your store?

brick-and-mortar store?

Christian: Basically gay people of all ages. But we’ve

Christian: All the interesting encounters with fascinating

also had our fair share of hetero couples, which is

people. That’s also why we consider ourselves part of

something we find really, really great.

the community.

.................
Clonezone Berlin
downfall of the brick-and-mortar trade
offers a very
many times – also, and especially in the comprehensive product
adult market. But obviously, that couldn’t range at favourable
deter you. Aren’t you afraid that people prices.“
might stop shopping at stores such ................................
Doomsayers

have

predicted

the

“

Shopping

experience,

product

range, qualified advice – are those
the pillars of the brick and mortar
retail trade?
Christian: Absolutely. I couldn’t have
worded it better myself!

as yours?
Christian: Well, we don’t run one of those dark back

You are a franchise partner of the well-known British

alley sex shops near the central station. On the contrary,

retail chain Clonezone. How did you learn about their

we go out of our way to offer the customers a pleasant

franchise programme?

atmosphere, with friendly, savvy sales personnel. Our

Christian: A friend of ours, who often travels to London

customers appreciate the opportunity to browse, to

and who also happens to know the Clonezone

touch the products, to try on clothing items – none of

management, brought it to our attention.
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The first Clonezone
franchise store opened in Berlin

What was it about this franchise programme that

aware of that. But we definitely benefit from the

impressed you so much you decided to open a

Clonezone know how. What’s more, their franchise

Clonezone franchise store?

concept makes many things much easier for us. Most

Christian: That question is easily answered: We were

importantly, we don’t have to negotiate with dozens

won over by Clonezone’s extensive experience and

of suppliers, but we get our products from one source

purchasing power, the latter of which translates to

– and at much more favourable conditions than we’d

lower purchasing prices and bigger margins for us.

get if we were an independent store. I’d also like to
mention that Clonezone offers

.................
retail market without Clonezone at
The Clonezone
your side?
franchise system
Christian: Probably yes, since we had definitely made many
already run a fashion boutique with a things easier for us.“
focus on underwear and sportswear, ................................

special prices on a regular basis,

catering strongly to a gay target

the Clonezone brand before, or are

Would you have entered the adult

“

and if necessary, they take back
products that don’t get any traction
in our market.
Were your customers familiar with

audience. But the franchise system definitely made

you the ones establishing the brand among

many things easier for us.

your clientele?
Christian: Well, yes and no: As I mentioned, our

What are the advantages of opening a franchise

customers are very international, and it happens quite

store with Clonezone?

often that the people entering the store already know

Christian: For a franchisee, there are certain rules,

Clonezone. But in Germany, Clonezone is not very

certain limitations as far as the store design and the

well known, and we want to do our part to

product range are concerned, and you have to be

change that.
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”The market is growing,
is in a constant state of flux.“
M i c ha e l B a rt , Ma rk e t i n g Ma n a ge r a t p jur gro up , t a lk s a bo ut ho w t he a dul t market is opening up
The adult market is influenced by lots of different trends and developments. One of the
most impor tant of them is the progressive convergence with the mainstream market. The
o p p o r t u n i t i e s a n d r i s k s t h i s d e v e l o p m e n t h o l d s f o r t h e a d u l t m a r ke t , t o d a y a n d i n t h e
future, are the topic of our highly interesting inter view with pjur group’s Marketing Manager,
Michael Bar t.

e xclusiv e

What will happen in the adult market in 2016?
Michael Bart: The biggest challenge will certainly be responding appropriately
to the emerging opportunities, but also to the risks in the market. The way the
adult market tackles both, the new, fantastic possibilities and the upcoming
challenges, will determine if the year becomes a success?
Will the adult market make big strides in the direction of the
mainstream world?
Michael Bart: The Fifty Shades of Grey phenomenon seems to have
run out of steam for the time being, but it has created great business
opportunities for the adult market, and lots of positive PR to boot. So
what remains as the hype abates is a more open-minded
society that is less inhibited about things erotic,
about sexuality in general, and about their
own individual preferences. Talking about
sex and erotic products has become
socially acceptable; these topics have
reached the mainstream. That means
we have taken the next step. The young
and the older target audiences shed
the old resentments against adult
products. The younger generation has
grown up with the internet and its
boundless information – as a result,
there are fewer taboos. The older
M ic hae l Bar t, Mar ke tin g
Man age r at pj ur gr o up

generation is deemed the most important audience by many industries:
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B A R T

and the sales environment
They have time and money on their

own against new competitors – be

and where advice and information is

hands and are much more sexually

they start-ups or companies and

also easy at hand. At the same time,

active than previous generations were

investors from outside the adult

they want to discover new things, they

in their retirement age. After having

market who want a piece of that pie.

want to be surprised – be it through

worked, after having raised children,

This development is clearly reflected

designs, images, colours, sales cam-

they want to enjoy their life, they want

in the growing number of pjur’s

paigns or special POS materials –

fun, they want to try new things! The

business customers, and it spans most

something that tickles their senses.

appreciation of life quality is a trend

industrialised countries. But of course,

And they want to experience new

that can be seen anywhere on the

threshold

also

facets of that experience every time

planet – and also among younger

developing, and the emergence or

they visit the store. So the shopping

people. Everybody is looking for the

expansion of a middle class with

experience is definitely very important.

right work life balance, and doing

money to spend presents us with new

Finding the perfect combination

new, exciting things and being

opportunities and new challenges as

of

confident about your sexuality is part

well. Today, more and more people

and granting them quick and

of that. But that also presents us with

want products of the best-possible

easy access to the information

new challenges: Each of these

quality, products that are perfectly

and products they want – that is

groups has expectations that need

safe and made of safe materials.

one of big the challenges for the

countries

are

entertaining

the

consumers

trade and producers, today and in

to be met!

surrounding Fifty Shades of Grey), the

“

the future.

adult

experienced

The new customer groups also have

pete with other producers. A market

sudden growth in most countries.

new expectations regarding the

with such growth potential, fuelled by

The market volume pretty much

place where they shop for adult

increasing interest from a large

exploded. This is a great opportunity

products, and these expectations are

section of the population, does not

for established companies, but of

nothing like what the “traditional”

only attract the attention of new mar-

course, it also creates new compe-

customers of the adult industry settled

ket players, but also the attention of

tition and it raises expectations. The

for several years ago. Today’s

regulatory bodies. As erotic products

adult market offers great growth

customers expect different things, be

are becoming more widespread in

potential and low entry barriers, and

they shopping in a walk-in store or

mainstream channels, there will also

in addition to that, the definition of

visiting an online shop. They expect

be more and more strict tests and

what the customers expect is

an

requirements in regard to product

changing. As a result, the established

atmosphere in which they find the

quality,

trade members have to hold their

coveted products quickly and easily

ingredients, and materials.

Which opportunities and challenges
does this development result in?
Michael Bart: By opening up to
the mainstream (and the hype
market

has

.................
Each consumer group
has expectations
that need to be met!“
................................

At the same time, product quality –
and consequently, guaranteed safety
for body and health – are becoming
a prerequisite for success and a
differentiating feature when you com-

appealing,
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So the quality of your product is becoming more and

Which trends will influence the market in 2016

more important if you want to succeed in the adult

and beyond?

market?

Michael Bart: The trends we’ve already addressed will

Michael Bart: I feel that in the upcoming years, the

dominate the adult market in the long run. Getting

most effective way to stand your ground against fierce

closer to the mainstream market is clearly a big

competition is scientific proof for the quality and safety

development, and it will continue throughout the next

of your products, presented in the form of test results,

years. However, that also presents the market players

certificates, and registrations. Modern consumers don’t

with a new set of challenges. There will be new target

want to compromise when it’s about their physical

audiences, new forms fo customer behavior, and that

wellbeing! The aforementioned target groups look up

in turn will be reflected in product design, shopping

information on ingredients and materials. Non-

experience, and product quality. In our opinion, the

transparency or, worse yet, the omission of information

quality will be particularly important, also as a means

will be noticed, and the producers and the trade

to hold your ground against the competition. All adult

members will feel the consequences.

products are about intimacy, i.e.

In such instances, the great range of

.................
The adult market
to bane. Shitstorms and negative word
offers great growth
of mouth have put more than one potential, low entry
company through the wringer.
barriers, and the
Quality is one of the most important definition of what its
criteria across all groups of daily life customers expect is
consumer goods, and that’s the changing … this creates
direction adult products are heading new competition.”
as well. So banking on quality ................................

they are used on the most personal

will become a big competitive

and product quality are already

the internet can quickly turn from boon

“

and most vulnerable parts of our bodies. In conjunction with the overall
trend towards a healthier and more
conscious lifestyle, this gives rise to
new challenges for the producers
and the trade members. No one will
get away with selling products that
contain

harmful

ingredients

or

materials anymore! Product safety

advantage in the long run.

becoming more and more important as can be seen

To sum things up, the change in the adult market will

from regulatory tests and certifications. Once you

continue. The industry is tapping into the potential of

reach the mainstream market or at least mainstream

the mainstream market, the consumer behavior is

channels of distribution (pharmacies, drug stores, etc.),

changing, and so are the expectations concerning

the authorities automatically take an interest in you.

adult products. These factors are the catalyst for growth
in the erotic market. New customers equal new

How will the existing channels of distribution change?

potential, new competitors, and new risks. No matter

Michael Bart: The importance of the internet as a

which business model you pursue (online-only or

channel of distribution, but also as a channel of

hybrid), the big question is: Can you meet the new

communication and information, will continue to

expectations, can you live up to the new requirements?

increase. Studies suggest that growth in the

Every target audience has its own set of needs and

e-commerce segment is far from over. Content

wishes, and new rules and regulations will present

marketing is key here, as it helps offer some added

additional challenges. Of course, the trade members

value to the consumers, and because it motivates

are not the only ones faced with these challenges.

them to buy your products. And the growing popularity

The producers are very much in the same position.

of the mobile internet creates new points of contact

We at pjur are more than ready to take those

with the consumers – via smartphone, your products

challenges on, and want to prove ourselves a

are available at any place and any time. Therefore,

trustworthy partner to our clients by helping them

mobile marketing is another trend that will continue to

achieve their goals.

gain momentum throughout 2016, and of course,
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Michae l Bar t, Mar ke tin g Manage r a t p jur gr oup , a n d
Ale xande r G ie be l, CEO pj ur gr oup , a t er oF a m e 20 1 5

the same goes for social media marketing. Facebook,

they young or old. As people open up about sexuality,

Twitter, etc. are vital if you want to communicate with

these conceptual changes in store design go a long

the consumers and if you want to give them additional

way to further lowering inhibition thresholds. It will be

incentive to buy your products. Finding the right

easier for consumers to walk into an adult store or to

platforms and the right tools depends largely on your

actively look for adult products in mainstream stores

goals. The key is to adapt to your customers and

(for instance, drugstores) or even ask about them.

respond quickly to changes in the market.

Visiting an adult store will become something of

Apart from the content-related possibilities of the

an entertainment trip, and if people find what

internet as a channel of communication, marketing,

they are looking for and are happy with the

and distribution, the technological developments also

shopping experience, they will also tell their friends

represent a factor that will make this market bigger

about it – which is the best advertisement a store could

and bigger. Broadband internet has been available

possibly have.

to most people in the industrialised nations for years,

Boiling this down to a concrete bottom line is hard.

nonetheless, it is easier to find things now than it was a

The market is growing, and the sales environment is in

few years ago (due, in part, to the way content is

a constant state of flux. With today’s technological

presented). Also, the internet has long since become

standards and the rapid developments – both in terms

the easiest and most accessible way of looking for

of materials, but also consumer expectations – the

information, and also for buying products that people

trade needs to be very flexible. But at the same time,

would feel uncomfortable buying in a brick-and-

they mustn’t lose sight of their underlying, individual

mortar store.

goals. Taking new paths means taking on new

But the brick-and-mortar trade is also presented with

challenges that can only be overcome with trustworthy

new opportunities: new, inviting shop concepts with

partners. We at pjur feel that we are ready for these

lots of glass, light, and interesting interior design will

challenges, and we would be more than happy to be

draw in the aforementioned consumer groups – be

that partner to the trade.
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“One word: Margin!”
Go o d f o r t h e e n v iro n me n t , go o d fo r t he re t a ile rs : Lube B a r by Shots
Today, lubricants come in all conceivable for ms and tastes – they can be war ming, they
can be cooling, they can taste like fr uit, they can taste like pepper mint. Such diversity is
a l s o n e c e s s a r y, a f t e r a l l , t a s t e s a n d p r e f e r e n c e s v a r y. N o w, S h o t s h a s i n t r o d u c e d a n
innovative concept to accommodate all tastes and all customers: W ith their Lube Bar, the
consumers can mix the lubricant of their dreams right then and there in the store. However,
this is not just a great oppor tunity for the consumers but also for the trade, as Oscar
Heijnen, the founder of Shots, explains in our inter view.

“

.................
This concept will attract new
customers, especially when you are
the first one in your city to sell this!”
................................

e xclusiv e

T

he concept of the Lube Bar seems simple: Instead
of buying a ready-packed lube, the customer can

mix the own lube themselves in a shop. How did you
come up with this idea?
Oscar Heijnen: Sometimes, the brightest ideas are
just around the corner. There is a chain of stores in
the Netherlands called Oil & Vinegar that have almost
the same system for their vinegar.
What would you say are the biggest advantages for
retailers when the set up a lube bar in their shop?
Oscar: One word: Margin! The profit margin on this
product is extremely high compared to the normal
sales of regular, bottled lubes. And margin aside, the
lube bar looks very cool in any store and gives the
consumers an extra special shopping experience!
You presented this concept two month ago at
eroFame. What feedback have you received from
Os c a r H eijnen, found er o f Sho ts, f e e ls the
Lu b e Ba r offers g reat po te ntial f o r the tr ade

the customers since then?
Oscar: The early adapting stores report that it is
working really well and the re-orders within a month
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are there to prove it. It looks like a

Strawberry, Choco, Vanilla, Lemon,

Oscar: Yes, absolutely! We have

very healthy start for a concept

Forest Fruits, Mint, Orange, Ylang

been working on different levels

that will hopefully remain in our

Ylang, and Natural.

within the company to create and

catalogue for a long time.

All lubes can be mixed without

distribute more environmentally

any problems. The bottles are

friendly products. Some of our

Which requirements should a

available in 100ml, 150ml and

company

retailer fulfil so it makes sense for

250ml, with either a flip cap or a

electric, and we strive to make

him to put a lube bar in his shop?

spray nozzle.

our carbon footprint as small

cars

are

already

as possible.

Can he set up the bar himself?
Oscar: The retailer just needs to

To some customers, it still may

We order eco-friendly carton for

clear a little space in the shop.

seem easier to simply buy a ready-

our product packaging and have

Putting together the lube bar is

packaged product... Which cus-

installed low-consuming led-lights

perfectly simple.

tomers can the retailers appeal to

in our warehouse. In 2016, we will

with your Lube Bar system?

launch

The jars are

delivered separately from the

fill one jar, so it’s an extremely easy
set up operation. And if necessary,
we also have our sales managers
at hand to assist!
Would a retailer have to purchase

environmentally

friendly products and concepts.

lubes, which are shipped in handy
5lt jerrycans. One full jerrycan will

more

.................
The lube bar looks
very cool in any
store and gives the consumers an extra special
shopping experience!”
................................

“

Consumers are becoming more
and more aware of what they
buy, so it’s not just good for the
environment

but

it

will

also

improve sales!
One possible concern could be
hygiene, especially when a lube

a complete bar or could they test
the system first with just three

Oscar: What you say is true, but

sits at the bar for a long time.

different lubes for example?

now, there is a choice for the

What could a retailer do to

Oscar: I doubt the concept would

retailer!

alleviate such concerns?

work with only three different kinds

Firstly, this lube bar system gives

Oscar: It is of course up to the

of lubes. The whole idea is to give

any consumer an extraordinary

retailer to seal the jars. We offer

the customers the opportunity to

shopping experience with the

security stickers for this to prevent

mix it up with cold and warm lubes

opportunity to play around and

tampering with the contents.

in plenty of different flavours.

test different kinds of mixes.

This way, all hygienic problems

The system is very economically

Secondly, the system is very

are covered.

priced with wholesale costs starting

“green” thanks to refillable bottles.

as low as € 49.95 for a 5lt jerrycan.

And

anything

The bar itself is already an eye-

With 12 different available lubes,

environmentally correct is “hot” at

catcher, but how could a retailer

the system is very affordable and

the moment, which will generate

promote it further to attract

as stated before, the margins are

extra sales! This concept will attract

customers into his shop? Do you

humongous!

new customers, especially when

offer promotional materials?

you are the first one in your city to

Oscar: I think the key to success

sell this!

for the retailer is marketing. Show

Which different lube types can the

as

we

know,

your customers how “green” your

customer choose from? Can they
simply be mixed with each other?

One of the benefits of such a

store can be and give them the

Oscar: The concept is based on

system is that it can help conserve

ultimate shopping experience!

cooling, warming, and numbing

resources. Was that one of the

The lube bar is an absolute eye

lubes in the following flavours:

motives behind the concept?

catcher, which undoubtedly will
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The Lube Bar c om bi n es
e co -f r ie nd li n es s a n d d i ver s i t y

draw lots of attention. And yes, we always offer

Oscar: The complete set-up will cost just over € 1000

custom-made marketing for window display and

wholesale price, depending on what discount our

other promotions.

customers have. We would advise a minimum retail
price of € 9.95 per bottle.

Lube is a basic product in the erotic market. How
important is it to make the product itself fun and turn the

Do you already have plans to expand the Lube Bar,

purchase into an event, especially for the brick and mortar

for example by adding new flavours or additional

trade? How could a retailer further benefit from this idea?

effect lubes?

Oscar: Apart from the other points I have made in my

Oscar: Considering that the lube bar boasts all

previous answers, there is one big advantage for retailers.

the best-selling flavours as it stands, we don’t see

The Lube Bar is a store concept, not an online concept!

the need to amplify the selection. We don’t want

This means there is no online competition from bigger

the lube bar to take up too much space, so we

stores. So I would say: Dare to stand out and embrace this

feel it is perfect the way it is. But, never say never,

concept!

we are always ready to listen to what our
customers want.

How expensive is a Lube Bar for the retailer and where do
you see the suggested retail price?

For more information, please visit: www.shots.nl
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“I think that awareness
to prevent the spreading
N e t 1o n1’ s Ma n a g i n g Dire c t o r T o n y G o n z a le z o n s e x ua l he a lt h a nd the role of the adult
E v e r y d a y, r o u g h l y o n e m i l l i o n p e o p l e a l l o v e r t h e w o r l d c o n t r a c t s ex u a l l y t r a n s m i t t e d
infections. Europe is not exempt from this: In November, the European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control had the sad duty of repor ting the largest number of new HIV infections
since record-keeping began. That alone shows how impor tant it is to create awareness for
the dangers of STIs. To that end, Januar y 14 will be STI Awareness Day in Great Britain. EAN
spoke with Tony Gonzalez, the Managing Director of Net 1on1, about the event and about
the company’s commitment to sexual health. As Tony explains, sexual health is more than
just being safe from STIs – there is also a psychological dimension, the freedom to deter mine
how you live your sexuality. The role that Net 1on1 and the adult market at large play in the
protection of sexual health in Europe is the core topic of our inter view.

Tony Gonzalez: Definitely. There have been a number
of high-profile sexual health campaigns in the UK and
Europe over the last few years such as STI Awareness
Day, Sexual Health Week, and HIV Testing Week. This
increased awareness is putting a spotlight on practicing
safe sex and protecting sexual health. However recent
research by an online pharmacy in the UK suggests
that while many people know it is important, some are
unsure how to prevent the spreading of STIs when having
sex or using sex toys. There is a real opportunity to educate people here, and offer new and exciting products
which help encourage their fun and responsible use.
One important area of sexual health is the prevention
Tony Gonz a le s w ants to pr o mo te se xual
hea l t h with his co mpany N e t 1o n 1

of STIs. With STI Awareness Day coming up on 14th
January, do you see success in this area?
Tony: Yes, the very nature of the industry means that

ex c l us ive

sex toy companies are well placed to talk about sexual

et 1on1 has promoted sexual health and related

health. Awareness and interest is likely to continue

products for quite some time now. As one of many

growing, so Net 1on1 is offering new products which

actors in this field, do you see a growing awareness for

cater to this demand. The sex toys we offer are definitely

matters of sexual health in Europe?

becoming more sophisticated and fun to use, but they

N
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of sexual health and how
of STIs will grow.”
Many pr o ducts in the N e t 1 o n 1 r ange ar e a ls o h elp i n g c on s um er s m a i n t a i n
the ir physical he alth – f o r in stance t h e H eli x S yn by A n er os

market in fighting STIs
are also often made of materials

direct access to consumers

such as plastic or silicone that can

when they are thinking about

be easily sterilised or put in a

their sex lives.

dishwasher, helping consumers to
prevent the spreading of infections

The erotic industry is often focused

of

and diseases like HIV, chlamydia,

on the fun aspect of sexuality. But

mental and

syphilis or herpes more easily. We

which role does or could the erotic

social well-

also have an expanding range of

industry play in the prevention of STIs

being in relation to sexuality, accor-

sexual

and

ding to the World Health Organiza-

health-related

products

education

about

these

physical,

which retailers can upsell alongside

diseases?

tion. How does Net 1on1 promote

traditional sex toys. These include

Tony: The erotic industry as a whole

a respectful and positive approach

leading

a

promotes positive sexual experi-

towards sexuality?

comprehensive range of cleaning

ences, so it should also play a role

Tony: It is well-known that sexual

agents and sexy new enema

in helping to promote responsible

enjoyment helps to promote gene-

kits such as Anal Douche by

sex. For instance, in the pornography

ral wellbeing and fertility, so one of

ZSeven Creations.

industry the use of condoms in

the best ways for the sex toy industry

condom

brands,

scenes helps to promote safe sex.

to aid mental sexual health in this

Why did you decide to put an

In the context of the sex toy industry,

way is to listen to customers and

emphasis of Net 1on1's activities on

the role of retailers and wholesalers

offer products which provide the

sexual health?

should be to promote sexual health

sensations they are looking for. That’s

Tony: As people across Europe

related products such as exercisers,

why we sell many toys which have

become more aware of the

cleaning agents, condoms and

been designed based on customer

importance of maintaining good

lubricants which can help to prevent

feedback. Sex toys are also now

sexual health, especially when using

the spreading of STIs, for instance

starting to merge with exercisers,

sex toys, they are going to be loo-

the Oceanics Carrageenan Natural

which is helping consumers to com-

king for direction on convenient and

Lubricant by Sliquid. It should also

bine pleasure with maintaining their

exciting new ways to protect them-

be to encourage the responsible

physical health. We have also found

selves. It makes economic sense to

use of sex toys in our communi-

that there has been a growing trend

strengthen our offering to retailers in

cations to customers, and to offer

for smartphone app-controlled sex

this area. We saw strong sales for

toys which are easy to clean and

toys as they help partners safely

sexual health related products in

steralise using a dishwasher.

share their sexual experiences.

here for retailers to increase their

Sexual health is not just the

How has Net 1on1 adjusted its

offering in this area as they have

prevention of STIs, but also a state

portfolio to suit these goals?

2015, and there is an opportunity
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Today, a lot of products seem to be labeled sexual health
products. Do you see the danger that if the term gets
used too much, it will lose its meaning?
Tony: I do not see this as a major issue at present, as any
product that promotes good sexual health helps to raise
awareness. It is also important to consider that some
products such as dildos and masturbators do not always
look like they are built specifically for sexual health, but
they are actually designed for easy cleaning. For instance,
many of our toys can be put in the dishwasher. Compared
to just a few years ago, we also sell many more products

Tony Gonz a l es wa nts to pr o mo te se xual
hea l t h wit h h is co mpan y N e t 1o n 1

like Safex Delay condoms, which make safeguarding

Tony: We now sell smartphone app-controlled vibrators

against STIs a pleasurable experience by numbing the tip

such as the Bluemotion Nex 2 by Oh Mi Bod, as well as the

of the penis slightly.

Aneros Helix Syn male prostate massager which was
designed based on customer feedback, and uses

What role can sex toys play with regards to sexual health?

advanced technology to create amazing sensations using

Tony: Sexual health has many strands, and there are many

the body’s own energy. This provides an in-

situations in which people must pro-

credible sensation which is now known as

.................
the ‘Super Orgasm’. Many of the products
Sex toys are
that we sell today are also helping consudeveloping all the
mers maintain their physical health. Enema time, and innovative
kits, condoms and cleaning items are ob- products are actually
vious examples, but new and innovative making protecting
products which we are introducing in the yourself fun and
New Year include the Miu Miu Remote Con- exciting.”
trol Kegel Exerciser by Nalone, a fantastic ................................

tect their health and safeguard

vibrator which is bridging the gap between

and offer products which can be

pleasure

and

sensations and

“

against

sexually

transmitted

infections and diseases. As with any
sexual contact, sexually transmitted
diseases and infections can be
transmitted using sex toys when they
are not cleaned properly or used responsibly. This is why the industry
should promote good sexual health

amazing

easily cleaned. Sex toys by brands such as Nalone and

helping consumers strengthen their

Femintimate are also merging with exercisers, which are

exercise

by

providing

pelvic muscles.

helping people maintain their physical sexual health and
improve muscle strength.

Isn't every product in the erotic industry designed to
create a positive sexual experience for its user? What

In order to benefit from these positive effects, the consu-

makes a product especially suited for sexual health in

mer has to purchase the products first. Net 1on1’s own

your opinion?

brand, Loving Joy, is designed to be affordable for every-

Tony: The primary purpose of any sex toy is to provide the

body. To what extent were these products designed with

end user with a positive and pleasurable experience. This

sexual health in mind?

will never change, but as consumers are becoming more

Tony: Back in 2009, we saw an opportunity in the market

conscientious about cleaning and protecting themselves

and launched our own value-driven brand for retailers

we are stepping up to offer better solutions. In my eyes,

called Loving Joy. The range has been predominately

this means ensuring that where possible toys are designed

designed to provide retailers with good value, but we felt

and made from materials that are easy to clean, and

it was important to include products which encourage

that we offer interesting exercisers, condoms, cleaning

good sexual health too. For example, the Loving Joy port-

gels, wipes and enema kits.

folio includes a sex toy cleaner, a paraben-free lubricant,
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water-proof vibrating bullets, the waterproof Bendeeze
Candy Rabbit vibrator which can be used when washing,
and simple PVC or plastic-based products such as dildos,
butt plugs, anal beads and masturbators which are
easily sterilised.
Do you have any advice or tips for retailers on how to
promote the sexual health aspects of these products?
Tony: It is true that consumers are always looking for the
best thrills and latest technology, but regular sex toy users
often tell me that it is also important that they can be
easily hand washed or put in the dishwasher. My advice
to retailers is that when selling sex toys direct to the consumer or in marketing literature, do not just focus on the

and as the mass market

technology or the thrill and sensations the product provides.

becomes more interested in sex toys I believe that consu-

These messages can be incorporated into their commu-

mers will start looking for better value and demanding that

nications which helps strengthen their credibility. Point out

their toys become more sophisticated, personal and

how the design makes it easy to sterilise. I also suggest

capable of tackling issues such as sexual health. This is

upselling condoms and cleaning products.

why we are very excited to be introducing the Imtimrelax
by Femintimate, a specially designed exerciser which

Some people might feel the sexual health aspect of erotic

helps combat vaginal burning or inflammation. Consumers

products is contradicting the fun aspect on which a lot of

are also looking for more advanced technology, as we

marketing is based. How could this be resolved? Or is

have seen strong demand for products like smart-phone

there no need to resolve it, since there is no opposition

controlled toys. This is why we will also be expanding our

between these two positions?

offering to European retailers in the New Year with more

Tony: Sex toys are developing all the time, and innovative

cutting-edge products by Nalone, including best sellers

products are actually making protecting yourself fun and

such as the dual purpose Miu Miu Remote Control

exciting. The Oceanics Carrageenan Natural Lubricant by

Kegel Exerciser.

Sliquid for instance works to heighten the experience, but
also contains Vitamin B and extracts of Carrageenan, an

Do you think that the trend towards awareness for sexual

element which has been shown to help reduce the

health will help open the door to the mainstream market

transmission of HPV (Human Pappilomavirus) in some cases.

in the long run?

The most effective strategy for ensuring good sexual health

Tony: I think that awareness of sexual health and how to

when using sex toys is thorough washing and the use of

prevent the spreading of STIs will grow. This and the fact

condoms on the toys, which is why we have the widest

that sex toys are becoming ‘cool’ in the mainstream market

product range of any sex toy wholesaler.

thanks to popular culture creates new opportunities for
the sex toy industry to expand its offering. As the market

With the New Year just around the corner, where do you

grows and becomes more diversified I think that long term

see the biggest challenges and opportunities for the erotic

demand for products like exercisers that help improve

market in general, and for Net 1on1? Which trends should

physical health and sex toys that can be easily cleaned

we look out for?

will grow steadily. As people become more aware of their

Tony: Thanks to popular culture and blockbusters such as

sexual health and ways to protect themselves against STIs,

Fifty Shades of Grey this year the worldwide sex toy industry

I think that the product offering in the industry is also likely

is really taking off and is now estimated to be worth

to expand and retailers will become savvy about upselling

somewhere around the £15 billion mark. This is massive,

products like cleaning gels, wipes and condoms.
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“It is the customer who
what he buys.”
O rio n Fa c hge s c häft e G mbH lo o k s ba c k a t a s uc c e ssful 201 5

W ith 150 retail stores, Orion Fachgeschäf te
GmbH is the big dog in the Ger man adult
r e t a i l m a r ke t , a n d a s J e n s S e i p p , h e a d o f
Marketing and Communication tells us in our
i n t e r v i e w, t h e c o m p a n y w a s e v e n a b l e t o
a d d t o t h a t l e a d i n g p o s i t i o n i n 2 0 1 5 . We
wanted to know what Orion has in store for
the consumers in 2016, but of course, we
also talked about the market and how it
might develop in the new year.

J ens Seipp, hea d of Mar ke ting and
C ommunic a t ion a t Or io n Fachge schä f te G mbH

.................
It has been apparent for years that
consumers are ready to spend more
money on quality products.“
................................

“

ex c l us ive

Jens, how has 2015 panned out for your company?

How important are brands in today’s adult retail trade?

Jens Seipp: We can look back at a successful year 2015.

Jens Seipp: Brands are very important. They create

We were able to consolidate our position as the market

trust and appeal to a big audience, also to people

leader in the German adult brick and mortar trade. Many

we probably couldn’t reach via our own channels of

of our 150 stores had good bottom line figures, resulting in

information. But isn’t that what brands are about? For retail

a positive result for the year.

companies such as us, things become much easier when
producers also promote their brands themselves.

Can you tell us which products sold particularly well
last year? Which trends had the biggest influence

Which criteria did your customers care about most

on business?

in 2015? The price of the product? The materials?

Jens Seipp: The trend towards high-quality, innovative toys

Functionality? Design?

is unbroken. It is no surprise that truly novel products such

Jens Seipp: It was definitely a mix of all those things. Design

as the womanizer have been particularly popular with our

and materials already play a big role when the consumers

customers. Apart from that, the consumers also tend to

research products on the internet, before even coming to

embrace new and unusual couple toys or toys with special

the store. If a product disappoints them in that area, they

features such as warmth or app controls.

won’t be swayed by things such as functionality. If they like
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decides where, how, and
a product, however, they will ask the
sales staff to show and explain it to
them. It has been apparent for years
that the consumers are ready to
spend more money on quality
products. And if you offer good
service in the store, you don’t have
to dread the moment when the
customer asks you about the price.
In your opinion, how did 2015 go
for the brick and mortar trade
in general

The r e ar e 150 Or io n sale s o utle ts in
G e r man y – he r e : the sto r e in Er f ur t...

Jens Seipp: Sorry, I can only speak for

Every retailer – no matter which

Have the prerequisites for success

Orion Fachgeschäfte here. But there

market he is in – has to continuously

changed a lot in the brick and mor-

are some competitors in the market

question his store and his strategy.

tar trade throughout the past year?

who seem to be doing quite well. I

A store has to meet the expect-

And do you expect big changes in

am sure that everybody has worked

ations of the customers because

2016 as far as that goes?

hard to present an appealing

it is the customer who decides

Jens Seipp: We do not expect

concept and good products. That

where, how, and what he buys.

big changes. Throughout the past

was the golden rule in 2015, and

Resting on past successes has never

years, we have seen more and

that’s how it will continue to be

worked in the long run. At the end

more that the authorities have

this year.

of the day, there is a lot of truth to

a hard time coming to grips with

the saying that “retail is detail”, but

the adult trade. There would

there is even more truth to “trade

definitely be a more Orion stores

is change”.

across Germany if some people

.................
The trend towards
high-quality,
innovative toys is
unbroken“
................................

“

hadn’t placed such big stumbling
What plans does Orion Fach-

blocks in front of us, or if some

geschäfte have for 2016? Will you

mills didn’t grind so terribly slowly.

open new stores?

It tries your patience, but you
from

have to stay on the ball, you have

Is there still a lot of growth potential

revitalising existing sales outlets, we

to be determined because there

for the brick and mortar trade, or is

are also going to open new stores.

is an awful lot of persuading to

the big task now to do your home-

But we will also have to close down

be done. This is also true for other

work and defend your share of the

a few stores, such as our location

areas, for instance marketing.

market?

on Zeilgalerie in Frankfurt which will

Thankfully, we have the necessary

Jens Seipp: “Securing what you’ve

be torn down next year. On the

perseverance, so we are more than

achieved“ – that doesn’t really fit in

whole, we will keep the number of

ready to tackle our new projects

with the concept of the retail trade.

our retail stores at 150, though.

in 2016.

Jens

Seipp:

Yes,
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… a nd t he s t ore in
H ohenwa rs l ebe n, Saxo ny-An halt

What is giving you the greater headache: increasing

ners for years, and we will continue to work with them

competition from the internet and mainstream

in the future.

companies – or that consumers might spend less
money because of political/economic crises?

The public acceptance of sex toys is one the most

Jens Seipp: Over the course of the past years, I have

popular topics in the industry right now. Sometimes it

answered lots of questions about competition from

almost makes you feel as if vibrators and the like had

the online market. Some people like to present the

already become everyday products, and that there

brick-and-mortar trade as a dying breed, but here is

had to be long lines in front of adult stores. How has

a fact that no one can deny: We are still here, and

this increased acceptance affected the sales at

we are still successful! We have learnt not to get

Orion retail stores?

worked up so easily. Still, some of the things I see on

Jens Seipp: To many people, vibrators - or sex toys

the internet worry me, especially those self-destructive,

in general - have indeed become products of

ruinous price wars. But we will not get sucked

their everyday life. This development has been going

into that.

on for several years, and throughout this time,

The current political situation should definitely worry

people’s perception of their own sexuality has

us all. In terms of business, but also on a personal

changed quite a bit. They are more open about it,

level. I firmly believe that criminals and sick minds

they talk about it their intimate needs and desires

such as ISIS, even if they try to infiltrate and undermine

with their partner or even with their friends. And sex

our society, will never be able to determine how we

toys are part of that.

live our lives. And I am happy that the large majority

This is not the only reason, but definitely one of the

of Europeans feels the same way.

main reasons why this product group has been
gaining popularity in such a major way. Not long ago,

The traditional supply chain of producer-wholesaler-

sex toys were considered the enemy in the bedroom

retailer continues to come apart. Does this only have

by the partner, especially by men. But that has

negative repercussions for the retail trade, or do you

changed as can also be seen from the clear trend

also see positive aspects of this development?

towards couples toys. This development is far from

Jens Seipp: I guess we are exempt from this

complete, and consequently we are very optimistic

development. We have been working with our part-

about the next years.
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“Why change a
winning formula?”
'Ex t ra va ga n z a ' – t he t he me o f S c a la ’s up c o ming in- house show
On March 13 and 14, the European trade can expect extravagance in the Scala showroom
when the wholesaler hosts its first in-house fair of 2016. 'Extravaganza', that is the motto of
the event, and as Sabine Kirchner from Scala’s Marketing & Communication depar tment
explains, there will be a ver y interesting event programme to go along with that theme.
And of course, there will also be lots and lots of new products waiting for the visitors.
e xclusiv e

cala once again invites the European trade to its house

S

fair in March. Does this mean that Scala will stick with

its original concept (two in-house exhibitions a year,
opening times on Sunday and Monday)?
Sabine Kirchner: Each year, we assess the needs and
demands of our customers, which enables us to adjust
the Scala Fair concept if needed. However, the past two
years have brought nothing but positive feedback for the
current set-up of the fair, so we didn’t see any reason to
do things differently in March. We will once again host the
Scala Fair on Sunday and Monday. Our customers really
enjoy the opportunity to visit the Scala Fair on these
particular days, so why change a winning formula?
What can the visitors expect from the event? What will be
the slogan for the March in-house fair?
Sabine: The slogan for our next Scala Fair is simple, yet
encompasses everything visitors can expect: “Extravaganza”. It will be grand, it will be spectacular, and it will
be an event you don’t want to miss! Our Scala Fair visitors
will be able to score big at our famous Cash & Carry, with
some incredible deals to profit from. As with every Scala
Fair, our suppliers will join in on the fun to offer customers a
personal one-on-one chance to chat about their products
and collections. It’s a unique opportunity to get to know
the brands better in an informal, enjoyable atmosphere.
Sa b ine K irc hner,
M a rk et ing & C ommu nicatio n , Scala P layho use

As always, we will host various amazing competitions and
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.................
Our Scala Fair visitors will be able to score
big at our famous Cash & Carry, with some incredible deals to profit from.”
................................

“

events, allowing our visitors to bag some fantastic prizes

As with POS materials: We have an incredible amount of

and rewards. At the Scala Fair, we will raise a glass to our

new POS items available on a monthly basis. The use of

business relationships and toast to another successful year

POS materials has proven to really make a difference and

for all!

can generate a higher turnover. At Scala Playhouse, we
are very focused on POS materials and have a unique

In spring, the output of new products is always quite huge.

monthly POS brochure with all our available items, both

Can you already give us a little taste?

from in-house and third-party brands. Our POS items don’t

Sabine: We want to surprise our Scala Fair visitors with our

just include product stands and custom-made banners;

newest releases, so therefore, we can’t reveal all the details

we also stock a lot of merchandising materials that can

yet. We can confirm we have some brand new, must-

be used as free giveaways for your consumers. The

have additions that will be officially launched at the Scala

merchandising materials are great if you have a store

Fair. These toys are completely different from our current

event or want to give your consumers something extra to

collections. All we can say for the moment is: “We thought

stimulate future sales. The POS brochure can be down-

it was time to get real!”

loaded via our Scala Playhouse website after log-in.
We encourage all our customers to come see the latest

What plans does Scala have in regards to the presentation

POS materials at the Scala Fair and to contact their Scala

of new products from their own brands?

Playhouse Account Manager if they want more information

Sabine: For each Scala Fair, the showroom is decorated

about the possibilities.

to match the specific theme of the event. This means
that our March fair will see the showroom transformed into

Can the trade look forward to the Cash & Carry area

a true Extravaganza! The theme also influences the

and the fair party once more?

presentation of the products, so you will just have to visit

Sabine: Of course! As stated earlier: The Cash & Carry will

the Scala Fair to find out more!

once again feature spectacular deals and will be filled
with must-have products at incredible prices. We will also

Are you planning any further activities like product training,

raise our glasses at the Scala Party to toast to our mutual

revealing new POS materials etc.?

successes and valued business relationships. At Scala

Sabine: There will be plenty to see and to do for all our

Playhouse, we work hard and we play hard, so a Scala

visitors. We are once again offering various training courses,

Fair wouldn’t be complete without a sensational party

which can help retailers maximize their sales potential.

to match!
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“It's much nicer to have
like passion fruit instead of
J a s o n Da n ie llo o n My S hin e y Hin e y
As more and more people are ready to tr y

.................
We have the first product that focuses on
the outside which is why we are the
'First stop in anal play'.”
................................

“

anal sex, there is also increased demand for
anal hygiene products – a categor y often called anal cleansing. Most of these products
are anal douches or enemas, i.e. they are
used internally. My Shiney Hiney, however, has
turned heads ever since it was launched in
the United States in 2014 because it is an anal
hygiene product for external application. EAN
wanted to learn more about this innovation
and

asked

Jason

Daniello,

the

Sales

Director/Director of New Product Development
of My Shiney Hiney, for an inter view.

e xclusiv e

W

hat exactly is My Shiney Hiney? What type of

products do you offer?

Jason Daniello: My Shiney Hiney comprises the world’s
first cleansing brush, scented cleansing creams, and
skin lightening cream design for the intimate area that
is the hardest to reach….the rear end. Our products
include ergonomically designed cleansing brushes with
either a silky soft or medium bristle, they come in six
different colours of your choice. Our scented cleansing
creams include Passion Fruit, Citrus Ginger, and Lemon
Verbena. These creams are used with our brush to
ensure you feel 100% clean, and leave you smelling
like the scent of your choice for the entire day. Our skin
lightening cream will even out the skin tones around
the anus to remove the appearance of the dark circle
Ja s o n D a niel l o, M y Shiney H iney' s
S a l es D irec t or / D irec t or of Ne w P r o duct De v e lo pme n t

that everyone eventually gets. It can also be used
on the nipples, vagina, and anywhere there is skin
discoloration.
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your partner’s butt smell
sweaty butt.”
The s c ent ed c l ea ns ing c re ams include
Pa s s ion Fr uit, Citr us G inge r , an d Le mo n Ve r be n a

Who got the idea for My Shiney

Jason: The current product range

to loosen up about it. So, how did

Hiney? How did this idea come

includes our Cleansing Brush which

the trade and the consumers

about?

retails at $19.99, our Scented

respond to your products?

Jason: My Shiney Hiney was created

Cleansing Creams which retail at

Jason: We have had a wonderful

in 2014 by Ernie Peia, and runs under

$12.99, our Skin Lightening Cream

response to our products. Consu-

the 3E LLC which owns and opera-

which retails at $24.99, and Repla-

mers and retailers have given us

and

cement Heads for

very positive feedback. Anal sex has

Power and CSS INC

.................
in New Jersey, USA.
I do feel that ene3E has been in
mas or douches are
business for over very important for anal
30 years. Ernie play, but that does not
created My Shiney clean the outside.”
Hiney with the ................................

our Brushes which

always been taboo, and most

retail for $9.99.

people were afraid that their partner

intent of creating

ducts

the first cleansing

for?

tes

Home

“

would not be as clean as you want
Who’s the target

them to be. With the right partner

audience for My

and having your rear end as clean

Shiney Hiney? Who

as you need it to be, anal sex is

are

more popular than ever - as it

these

pro-

intended

should be!

brush for your intimate areas, and

Jason: My Shiney Hiney is intended

When it comes to anal cleansing,

as the creative process kept rolling,

for a variety of people. Those that

people often think of enemas, anal

he developed a full line of cleansing

want to feel clean and fresh all day

douches, etc. while My Shiney Hiney

and whitening creams along with it.

long, and those who need it out of

focusses more on the outer part of

With more products on the way, we

necessity…including the elderly,

the butt. Is there a gap in the

are looking forward to 2016 as this

obese, pregnant, handicapped,

market that only you are now filling?

year will be a creative success.

and even post-op patients.

Jason: Absolutely. As you have men-

What can you tell us about your

Anal Cleansing is a topic that has

for internal preparation for anal sex

current product range, and how

been confined to a dark corner of

such as enemas, douches, etc. We

are these products priced?

the market, but now people seem

have the first product that focuses

tioned, there are plenty of products
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on the outside which is why

.................
We would love
to be in the
European market.”
..............................

“

we are the 'First stop in anal
play'. It’s great to make sure
you are clean internally, but
the outside of the anus can
contain dangerous bacteria which will cause infections if there is a skin lacera-

Do you work with distribu-

tion, or if it is ingested.

tors, or is your strategy
Of course, some of our

focused on direct colla-

readers may wonder: Isn’t

boration with the retailers?
Jason: Yes, we do work

a douche enough? What
is your answer to that
question?

My Shine y Hine y – the f ir st
cle an sin g br ush f o r y o ur butt

douches are very impor-

we currently work with
Williams Trading and Eldo-

Jason: Absolutely not!!! I
do feel that enemas or

with distributors. In the US,

I n the USA, the Skin Lighte ning Cr e am
r e tails at $2 4.99 (r o ughly 2 5 e ur o s)

rado Trading.

tant for anal play, but that

How do you support your

does not clean the out-

partners in the trade? For

side. The skin around the

instance, do you offer POS

anus is very thick, and it

materials?

contains skinfolds. Harmful

Jason: We offer POS ma-

bacteria

trapped

terial, staff training, and

within these skinfolds and

anything a retailer or distri-

will cause you to have a

butor

get

need

to

convey the proper info to the

not-so-fresh odour if you

sales staff. I am the Sales Director, so I perso-

begin to sweat. Our cleansing brush
gets in those skin folds, and our lotion-based cleansing

would

nally handle every request from our partners.

creams not only remove the harmful bacteria, but
also keep you smelling like the scent of your choice

Do you have some advice for your trade partners? How

all day long. To put it simply – it's much nicer to have

can they be more successful with My Shines Hiney?

your partner’s butt smell like passion fruit instead of

Jason: Always know the products that you are selling. If

sweaty butt.

your sales staff is not properly educated, you could be
losing sales and customers. We offer staff training – in

Which channels of distribution do you use to get your

person or through Skype, and provide all of our educa-

products out there?

tional material with all orders placed.

Jason: My Shiney Hiney has a full distribution centre in
Netcong, New Jersey. We can accommodate any and

What other plans do you have up your sleeve? Will you

every shipping need.

continue to focus on hygiene products, or could you
imagine expanding into other product segments?

Can we expect to also see My Shiney Hiney in Europe

Jason: We have a few items in the works. We are adding

anytime soon?

some new and exciting flavours for our creams, more

Jason: We have been in touch with a few distributors,

of a sweet dessert selection, and we have some anal

and would love to be in the European market.

play toys coming soon.
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“Our biggest challenge
inventive as we have
E ri c V o n k e ( L a die s Night Ho me p a rt ie s ) t a k e s a lo o k a t t he ro a d ahead
La d i e s N i g h t H o m e p a r t i e s w a n t t o c o n t i n u e o n t h e i r c o u r s e o f ex p a n s i o n i n 2 0 1 6 , a s
Managing Directors Eric Vonke points out in our EAN inter view. Moreover, we talk about
cur rent developments and future challenges in the lucrative toy par ty market.

Together with Maison-X, your company is expanding into
Germany and other European countries. Is there still
untapped potential, or will competition become fiercer
as more companies are fighting for a piece of the pie?
Eric: I believe that the pie will be greater for the tastier
organizations, and we are most certainly considered to
be one of the top players. Clients will look for quality, not
quantity. We deliver quality. There is still potential and we
intend to be the provider.
We often hear that people today accept sex toys more
than they did in the past. Are your clients more open
when it comes to things erotic, sexuality etc.? And if so,
can you benefit from this development?
Eric: That statement is absolutely true. People are more
open now. We find that, due to experiences of friends
F ou nd ers a nd hea ds of Ladie s N ight
H omepa rt ies : Yvonn e Ubbin k and Er ic Vo nke

who have already attended parties and because of
our experienced agents, the women who come to our
parties for the first time are very open to suggestions.

ex c l us ive

For many, our parties are the first time they get in contact

Was 2015 a good year for Ladies Night?

with erotic toys.

Eric Vonke: For us, 2015 was a great year as we expanded
and took over the Beate Uhse dildo parties in Germany

Why do women decide to buy products such as vibrators

with our Austrian partners from Maison-X.

or dildos at your parties instead of visiting an online shop
or a regular retail store?

Would you agree that the distribution channel ˈdildo

Eric: The experience of being with a group of friends

partiesˈ is more or less crisis-proof?

within a cosy and familiar atmosphere, without feeling

Eric: I don't think that is completely true. A soon as the

the pressure to buy anything is totally different from buy-

crisis is over, the guests at our parties will have more to

ing in a retail shop. We present about 75 products in an

spend. From that point on I think we can also sell more

environment where they can feel, taste, smell and any-

expensive products that we have not introduced yet.

thing they want. I can't imagine someone going to a
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will be to remain as
always been.”
.................
We expect to grow
across all markets and
expand into countries we
have not tapped into yet.”
................................

“

is cannibalization between real shops
and e-commerce because the
people who buy in shops are the
same who would buy online. This is
further intensified if they offer the same
brands. Clients will go for the
shop and take the same time to find

had their first experience with toys

cheapest

products,

which

-

something. While a shop is aimed

through us and know we stand for

unfortunately for the bricks and mortar

at selling, our parties are aimed at

quality and service. Therefore, we

shops - can usually be found in the

providing a fun evening with friends.

have become the trendsetters.

online shop due to obvious reasons.

If you had to rank and compare the

What plans does Ladies Night have

What are the people buying at your

e-commerce, walk-in retail stores,

for 2016?

parties? What were the top-sellers of

and dildo parties, which distribution

Eric: We expect to grow across all mar-

2015? Were products for couples and

channel would rank first, second, and

kets and expand into countries we

high-tech toys in great demand?

third regarding turnover/sales?

have not tapped into yet. We also

Eric: The bestsellers remain our

Eric: Great question! I have no sales

have a lot of new marketing plans and

massage fluid and a few products

figures for retail stores, so it is hard for

great ideas that I cannot reveal yet.

we have designed ourselves. Products

me to compare. But I think we are a

that are not really known in the market

solid number 2 trailing only the bigger

Do you expect serious changes in the

if I told you the names. A couples

e-commerce shops.

market for dildo parties?

A totally different approach.

Eric: Honestly, I don't!

vibrator always sells well.
Do these three distribution channels
Do your clients just buy what you are

benefit from each other, or do they

What will be the biggest challenges

offering, or is do they also influence

cannibalize one another?

for you and your company in 2016

your range by asking for trend

Eric: Our webshop definitely benefits

and beyond?

products?

from the parties. We attract lots of

Eric: Our biggest challenge will be to

Eric: There has been a shift. A few

clients who have been to a party

remain as inventive as we have al-

years ago, we were asked to add

before. Instead of waiting for the next

ways been. To find the gems in the

some brands by our clients, but that

party, a lot of them buy something

big haystack of products. That is al-

has changed. Many women have

online from us in between. I think there

ways a challenge!
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“The modern audience
beautifully shot films that are
E ri k a Lu s t h a s c re a t e d a n e w b2b p la t fo rm fo r he r films – lustfilms.com
Erika Lust and her production company Lustfilms have more mainstream appeal than most ot
her companies in the porn industr y. At the end of last year, the studio launched a new b2b
platform, called lustfilms.com. What makes this site special is the fact that online retailers
can link their shop directly to the system, meaning the customers can watch a stream of the
film right after he’s bought it. But there are more appealing features to lustfilms.com as Laura
Crespo explains in our inter view. Meanwhile, Erika Lust herself grants us a little peek at her
most recent productions, including the latest instalment in her successful XConfessions series.
ex c l us ive

W

ith movie strea-

why we decided to make

ming becoming

one of our own.

more and more popular,
when do you expect to

Will new movies automatic-

sell your last DVD?

ally

Laura Crespo: To a lesser

for retailers if they use

extent, I believe that DVD's

lustfilms.com?

will never be out of the

Laura Crespo: Yes, we are

market. There will always

currently adding more films to

be customers that prefer

the catalog, even from other

tangible merchandise, it's

directors. In that manner, we

the same with the book or

can offer the best of the erotic

available

film scene.

newspaper market. I think
that people who buy

become

Laur a Cr e spo , Sale s
Man age r at Lustf ilms

these kind of things are

Can any retailer stream via

"nostalgics"! What's clear for me is that our selling strategy

lustfilms.com, or do you have certain requirements

for this product has changed; we have to add more value

the shop must meet before it can use the platform?

to the DVDs and that's why we are currently designing a

Is it up to the retailer to take care of things like age

premium collector's edition.

verification?
Laura Crespo: The retailer has to sign up. Then, the

You have recently launched a new b2b platform for

sales team makes the corresponding research to

adult movies at lustfilms.com. Why have you chosen to

make sure the store really exists and that everything

create your own platform instead of using existing ones?

is completely legal.

Laura Crespo: We wanted to offer the best download
and streaming quality possible to our customers. And

How could a retailer benefit from your digital content

we found nothing that suited our quality standards. That's

in his brick and mortar store?
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wants intelligent,
both erotic and artistic.”
.................
We wanted to offer
the best download and
streaming quality possible
to our customers.” - Laura
Crespo
................................

“

A pioneer of feminis t
pornog ra phy: E rik a Lust

What exactly does the modern
audience want?
Erika Lust: The modern audience
wants intelligent, beautifully shot
films that are both erotic and
artistic. I've always thought that sex
and cinema don't have to be
mutually exclusive, and luckily
many people feel that way too!
Laura Crespo: The retailer receives

Laura Crespo: It's really easy, we

Mainstream adult films are in no

a 50% profit of the sales genera-

implement it with the help of an API.

way some sort of reflection of

ted by this content.

Erika Lust Films has NO access to the

universal sexuality. Many people

retailer's

want to connect with erotic films

Is there a fee for implementing

customer

information.

Confidentiality is guaranteed.

on many levels, and not just watch
close-ups of genitals – I think

lustfilms.com into a webshop? Can
the customer himself set the price he

What does lustfilms.com offer retailers

eventually many get bored with

charges for a movie or do you have

besides the movie streams?

those sort of films.

fixed rates?

Laura Crespo: This platform also offers

Laura Crespo: The retailer has

all of Erika Lust's DVDs and merchan-

Is producing a movie for an online

freedom to affix selling prices

dising products: packs, tote bags, T-

audience

although we recommend starting

shirts... It works like an easy e-

planning a DVD release? Does the

prices according to those that we

commerce!

customer have other expectations

offer in our B2B platform.

any

different

from

in regards of what is shown to her
On your website, you say that “We

or him?

are

are a successful business because

Erika: I wouldn't say the production

important topics for the consumer.

we are shooting the adult films that

has changed. The shift from DVD's

Which data – if any – do you collect?

modern audiences want to watch”.

to online hasn't been that drastic

Discretion

and

anonymity
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– we do still sell our DVD's. Our DVD's are nicely designed

You released the latest instalment of the series at the

by our graphic designer, and they come with beautiful

beginning of December. What can you tell us about

postcards with stills from the shootings – people like to

this one?

have them on show at home, they're not like the old

Erika: Volume 6 has played a lot with new territory, we

cassettes you'd hide under your bed! Like Laura said, some

brought in music and dancing with two films, which is

people like to have that physical product, even when

something I've wanted to do for a long time.

there's digital options available. I think that's a very human

We had a choreographed striptease to Finnish tango and

thing, we're tactile beings. So we always make sure our

then our very own magic mike style dancing session, com-

physical products are carefully designed and pleasing to

plete with assless chaps. We also made "Try My Boyfriend"

the eye, just like the website.

which was an explosion of colors and more of a funny film
– the idea is like an AirBnB style website for a boyfriend

In 2013, you started the XConfessions series, the first

who is very good at a certain skill.... We did a short about

crowdfunded adult movie and still an ongoing project of

how sexy wine-tasting can be in "Wine is The Best Lubricant."

yours. How would you describe the concept of this series

I shot my first anal scene as well. It's an exciting new col-

to someone who has never seen it?

lection of films, and I feel proud of all of them.

Erika: With the XConfessions project, I get to make the
fantasies and memories of people from all over the world

With over 100,000 active members and more than 500

a reality, by turning their stories into erotic short films. It works

confessions, you have gathered a huge and loyal

like this: people confess on my website xconfessions.com

audience for XConfessions. How important is commu-

and I then pick two stories each month and turn them into

nication with the viewers for your work? Do you feel like

short films.

you are working on a movie together with them or is it

It's a great community, and the confessions on the site

more important for you to stay independent and

always amaze me. It's such a rich mix of sexual fantasies

present something of your own?

and desires. Sometimes you can read something hilarious

Erika: I feel really close to the audience and the XCon-

on there, other times it's a bit sad or poetic, or maybe it's

fessions community, and I definitely feel like it's a joint

crafted like an erotic novel from the previous century – I

effort! Even though my direction style is always going to

never know what I'm going to find on the site. I urge

be me, I can't take credit for all the amazing ideas that

everyone to come and confess there anonymously. It's

people come up with. The XConfession community spur

free to confess and read, and you can become a full

me to keep going. I wouldn't have the energy to keep

member if you want full

doing this if I didn't feel like the audience was on board

access.

with me and engaging with the project.
You produce a new XConfessions every six months and
want to continue to do so. That sounds like a lot of
pressure to be creative…
Erika: We actually shoot a new bunch every three
months! So the production output is very heavy, yes. It's
been full on from the start, but filming is what I love to
do and I have an amazing team so it's worth the crazy
hours. I would like to look at doing new projects as well,
so I have to find a way to keep it all going at once.
XConfessions is my baby and I never want to abandon
it, but things might change slightly as I take on other
projects I want to pursue within adult cinema. Watch
this space!
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“In electrical engineering, you’d call it
a ˈPenis Enhancerˈ or ˈPenis Amplifierˈ.”
Sa y e e d K h a d ja vi p re s e n t s a n in n o va t io n in t he w o rld o f c ock rings

At first glance, a cock ring seems a ver y
simple product – a ring, pliable or rigid, designed to add to the user’s stamina. But you
c a n m a ke m u c h m o r e o f t h i s c o n c e p t , a s
we learn in our conversation with Sayeed
Khadjavi. The engineer has developed a ring
t h a t i s e a s i e r t o u s e , s a f e r, a n d m o r e e f fective. It isn’t available yet, but if Sayeed
has anything to say about it, that will
change sooner rather than later. He is confident that it will tur n into a success, and in
our EAN inter view, he lists the advantages of
this invention.

innovation and invention. We have only just
celebrated our 25th anniversary this year.
How did you get the idea for this product?
Sayeed Khadjavi: If people are still interested in sex
S a y e e d K ha d ja vi d evel oped ma c hines a nd te chnical e q uipme nt
l o n g b efore t urning his s ig ht s on the adult mar ke t

and lust at my age, they tend to get more curious –
at least I think they do. I did. So I did some research

ex c l us ive

on the internet and came upon various cock rings. I

ayeed, you do not fit the bill of a typical market

also read about problems and about the dangers

player in the adult world. Before we talk about

that can arise if you don’t use them correctly, for

your invention, would you mind telling us a bit about

instance ischemia. But there were also other things I

yourself and how you got here?

didn’t like, such as having to use both hands.

S

Sayeed Khadjavi: I was born roughly 70 years ago in
Teheran. I studied in Hamburg, and in the early 1970s,

You have developed a size-adjustable cock ring. How

following a two-year apprenticeship, I worked at

is this product different from other cock rings on

Siemens in Erlangen and then at Siemens Teheran in

the market?

a management-level position. Eight years later, I went

Sayeed Khadjavi: I had a clearly defined goal when

into business for myself and worked with all kinds of

I set out on this project. I wanted to create a sexual

machinery and equipment, gaining experience in

aid that can be used with one hand, a product that

various areas of modern technology. I have a

can be made tighter to keep the blood in the penis

company in Schleswig-Holstein that is dedicated to

at first, when the penis is still flaccid (a cookie cutter
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cock ring is too big and therefore rather useless in

Sayeed Khadjavi: I’ve made sure that I am on the safe

this phase). So even when there is little blood inflow

side legally. Of course, I respect the other competitors in

into the penis, it’s tip stiffens and becomes more

the market, and I do not begrudge them their place in

sensitive, and what’s also very important is

this segment, but I have to offer the better product and

that this way, there’s no chance of the

the better price. The goal is to be the number one.
Ultimately, that is the best kind of protection you

ejaculate ending up in the bladder.

can have.

Moreover, you can regulate the

My ring is partly hand-made, it can be

tightness of the ring with just one

adjusted and used with just one

hand, meaning you can control

hand, and it can also be con-

how hard your penis is during

sidered a sexy

intercourse. This effect will
help men last longer in bed,

accessory. It is

which is obviously some-

made from the

thing that many people

Ye t to be name d: a pr o to ty pe
o f Say e e d Khadj av i’s co ck r ing

best material (ace-

want, and it’s also some-

tate, which is the also

thing that creates a stron-

what lots of glasses are

ger sense of sexual self-

made of), it comes in
nice, shining colours, and it

confidence. That’s what I

feels good on your body.

set out to do, and I think
that’s what I achieved.

How do you want to market this ring?

The people who have tested

Sayeed Khadjavi: I am a technically-min-

my product told me that they

ded person, I like to invent. My previous patents

reaped great results and only
had to take half of their usual dose

have been marketed either by myself or in partnership

of Viagra for a fulfilling sexual experience.

with other companies. I see great potential for this
cock ring, I have already received lots of requests,

You spent quite some time developing this product. How

and I expect there will be many more before long.

long exactly did you work on it, and when did you decide

Therefore, I don’t think I will market it myself. You could

you had arrived at the final version?

say I am in the process of picking

Sayeed Khadjavi: Development took a

the right partner at the moment.

little over a year, with roughly eight diffe-

.................
rent versions that continuously evolved.
It is very important
I usually declare a product the final verfor me to always
sion when I have one version that is bet- stay ahead of the curve.
ter than what I end up offering on the This way, I know I am
market. It is very important for me to al- one step ahead of the
ways stay ahead of the curve. This way, competition.“
I know I am one step ahead of the com- ................................

“

Are you interested in collaborations
for the production of the cock ring?
If so, which expectations do you
have regarding potential partners?
Sayeed Khadjavi: Yes, I am indeed
interested in teaming up with an experienced company or individuals

petition. I have followed this approach

for the marketing and production of

with my other patents, and the results

this cock ring. Since this is an intimate

have proven me right.

product, the focus has to be on precision and
hygiene – criteria which are sometimes neglected in

It is important to protect new ideas against copyists and

mass production. That’s why I have no interest in

plagiarisers. Which steps have you taken to protect

producing in Asia. I want product to take place right

your product?

here in Germany, to create a quality product.
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I N T E R V I E W

The r in gs ar e mad e of a c et a t e, a
mate r ial t h a t i s a ls o us ed for gla s s es

T h e s i z e of t he ring c a n ea s il y
be a d j us t ed wit h one ha nd

point in their lives, most people will buy some kind of
erotic product.
You didn’t have any professional knowledge of the
adult industry before this project. What was your first

Brands are very important in today’s market. Have

impression of the market? Is it different from

you already picked a name for your product?
Sayeed Khadjavi: You are absolutely

other markets?
Sayeed Khadjavi: It is true, I didn’t
have any prior experience in this
industry, and what’s more, I am
still of the old school. I visited the
trade convention in Hanover, and
I was surprised, especially by the
vibration-based sex toys. You
don’t find such strong vibrations
in the sexual actions of human
beings – at least not in any I know

.................
The people who have
tested my product
told me that they reaped
great results and only
had to take half of
their usual dose of
Viagra for a fulfilling
sexual experience.“
................................

“

of. I feel that mutual sexual

right. In electrical engineering, which is
my professional background, you’d call
it a ˈPenis Enhancerˈ or ˈPenis Amplifierˈ.
This product definitely has supporting
qualities. I have not found a name that
I’m really happy with yet. If your readers
have any suggestions, I’d really like to
hear them. Just send them to khadelec@aol.com.
When can we expect this product to

satisfaction is more about romance, fantasies,

hit the market?

tenderness. Looking at the market in general, I see

Sayeed Khadjavi: As soon as I have picked a

that the range of products is becoming more diverse,

distribution partner and a distribution model. We

and it looks as though demand in this market is going

already

to increase. The big difference between this and

manufacturing machines are ready. So it won’t be

many other markets is that it has great appeal. It is

long before we start producing the cock ring here at

not just for a certain group of consumers; at some

our facility in Germany.
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Jean-Pierre Hamelin
Q ue s t io n s & A n s w e rs

A p a r t f r o m h i s f a m i l y, t h e r e a t w o b i g
p a s s i o n s i n t h e l i f e o f S h u n g a ‘ s M a r ke t i n g
Director Jean-Pier re Hamelin: One is spor ts,
or

extreme

precise.

The

spor ts
other

and
is

football,

to

adver tising

be
and

marketing. In both areas, he is constantly
looking for new challenges, and that is also
reflected in his new year’s resolution.

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: I love marketing and a specially
advertisement. I studied that at university. I love to watch
the best ads and, if I have time, I look at the annual
Cannes Lions contest, for the best ads.
ex c l us ive

What was the biggest step in your career?

What are your New Year's resolutions?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: When I was 27 years old, I worked

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: I want to participate in Xtreme races

for a chain of restaurants called Cora’s. They had restau-

like: Spartan race, Boot camp race, X-Men race, etc. I did

rants throughout the province of Quebec (Canada). I was

the Mud Hero race and I got hooked. That’s for the health

promoted to Director of Marketing. When I started they

part of my life. For work, I want to beat our best year ever

had 23 restaurants and when I left they had 51 restaurants

in sales. It’s feasible because our fiscal year started strong.

and the yearly sales increase was around 20 to 25%.

What was your childhood ambition?

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: When I was young, I wanted to be

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: I always want to be in charge of

an architect but found that it was always the same kind

marketing at Eau Zone or somewhere else. I also will

of task to do. I changed my aspirations and decided

continue to play football (soccer here), of course. Here, in

to find a job that has more variety and a faster pace

the fall-winter-spring time, we play indoors. Plus in the city

like marketing.

where I live, they just built a brand new indoor soccer
complex 5 minutes from my house!

How did you get into the love toy industry?
Jean-Pierre Hamelin: There was a job opening at Eau

How do you envisage the future of the love toy industry?

Zone and because I knew the products, it made me feel

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: We have to open new areas for our

comfortable in the interview. My wife had bought products

market. I mean changing the public perception of sex,

at a home party hosted by a neighbour. You never know

love and the products that help people have better inti-

what you can gain from a new experience like a tuppersex

mate moments (any products in our industry). We have to

home party!

conquer this new frontier: educate people on sex, go to
countries where sex is taboo, help our industry by advertising

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing now?

outside of the trade media and using mass media.
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................
Let’s all
grow together.”
...........................

“

What is your idea of a perfect

I would love the opportunity to pre-

With whom would you like to go to

working day?

sent the “Best New Scarlet” or “Best

the cinema and what film would

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: A perfect

Female Performer of the Year” at the

you watch?

working day is to have fun while

XBIZ award. ;-) Seriously, I would like

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: I want to see

working. It’s to know that at the end of

to present any “Best Marketing

“Star Wars: The Force Awakens”. I

the day, you have participated in

Campaign” in our industry and out-

prefer to watch a movie alone

something that the company/brand

side of the industry.

because there’s less distraction. But
if I have to choose I would go with

will benefit from. It’s to have stimulating
challenges.

Which personal success are you

my love.

proud of?
How do you relax after work?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: I won Que-

You have a month’s holiday. Where

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: I relax when my

bec’s “The Best in Media Award” in

would you go?

two sons are sleeping because they

2011 for a stunt with Réno-Dépôt and

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Bora Bora or

take a lot of my energy. Thank

the Montreal Canadiens hockey

Thaiti.

goodness I do have a lot of patience

club. I did a sponsorship stunt in the

and energy for them. They’re 9 and

playoffs called “Knock on wood”.

Which three things would you take
with you to a deserted island?

11 years old and I coach their soccer
teams. So, in the summer, I’m on a

What do you particularly like about

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: A soccer ball

soccer field 6 days per week!

yourself?

(Wilson), emergency kit, and a good

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: I’m easy-going

knife. I’m the survivor type!

Who would you consider your role

and a team player. I always have a

model and why?

positive attitude. I like to help, and

If you could swap lives with

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: My grand-

I’m a giver (in all aspect of my life).

somebody for a day, who would
it be?

mother Simone because she’s 94
years old and she is still very active.

Which vice could you never forgive?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: The husband

She participates in all activities at the

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Any sort of vio-

of Monica Bellucci. She is so hot!

old age residence. She also takes

lence.
Is there anything you would never

care of her home, still makes meals
What song do you sing in the sho-

do again?

wer?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Take a friend

Imagine you have been asked to

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Any style. Right

for granted.

award a medal to someone. Who’s

now I like “Hideaway” from Kieza.

the lucky winner?

Listen to it on Youtube!

and runs the family.

Do you have some good advice
you want to share with our readers?

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Of course,
being a fan of soccer, I would like to

Who would you never ever like to

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: Share good

give the trophy or medal to the

see naked?

or bad comments (because so-

Champions League winner or the

Jean-Pierre Hamelin: The Pope,

meone who criticises cares) and

Golden Ball to Lionel Messi or Cristiano

Angela Merkel and my grand-

ideas, it’s only for the good of the

Ronaldo. If it would be in our industry,

mother.

industry. Let’s all grow together.
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